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Protests Flalt Resolution
f

by Barbara Walcoff

A recent resolution approved
by the Council of State Colleges
to change the student activity fee
to the college activity fee was
null ified Tuesday night when
protests calling th is a step toward
taking control of the fee away
from the student government
were hea rd.
The resolution was rewritten

Jersey loYes Jersey•• .

'I

to read : " Resolv~d that within
the policy prescribed herein,
boa r ds of trustees may
redesign ate the student activity .
fee to reflect the appropriate application of the fee at the local
college level. . ."
Buz Whelan, President of the
Student Organization, feels that
the substitution of "college activity fee " for "student activity

fee_" has the potential for
weakening the auto nomy of
student government in distributing the monies.
The President of Kean, Nathan
Weiss said that most student
governments have exercised responsibility within guidelines set
by the Board of Trustees and expressed these feels in a
(Cont inued o n back pal{e)

Presideni Weiss said the Student Activity Fee should not be changed.
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Theatre Trips For KC
Students Sold Out

Kean to Receive 50,000 Grantby Pamela Harris

Last week Kean College received official notification
that the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH )
had approved its application fo r a $50,000 grant to fund
the proposal Masters Degree in Liberal Studies program.
Two years ago a task force consisting of twelve faculty members
and three admin istrators was formulated to develop a gradua te

program at the interdisciplinary
level, incorporating a variety of
liberal arts subjects and courses.
Week ly meetings were held to

Venue "Tasteless",

Glassboro Pres ident
by Barbara Wa lcoff

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Jan Jackson, Assistant Director of Student Affairs.
by Robert Kern

Theatre is alive and well if
Kean College is a barometer according to information from Jan
Jackson, Assistant Director of
Student Affairs.
Ms. fackson is in charge of the
theatre trips for stude nts, faculty
and staff of the colle ge and she
stated that the response has been
tremendous. Such plays as A
Chorus line and Porgy and Bess
sold o ut the very day they went
on sale to students. The tickets
are offered to students for the
fi rst few days and afterward are
available to faculty and staff.
Because of the gre at response,
the college supplies t he buses
from programmin g funds and
Student Organization purchases
the tickets for resale to the
student. A $.25 service is cha rged
for this as a bumper in case all
tickets are not sold .
According to Jackson, " We
wanted to offer the tickets at a
very reasonab le price but over
the years ticket prices have risen
along with everything else.
Where we feel six dollars is a very
reasona ble price for a co llege
st udent the current ten dollars
some theatres charge could turn
off the student."
She went on, " We work with
the Theatre Development Fund
and get group ra tes from Lincoln
. Center."
Ms. Jackson went on to state
that the Student Affa irs office is
very interested in finding out
what plays the students would

like to go to and how many
members of the student body
would be interested in preveiws.
(Continued on back pal{e)

. . •Jerry loves Jerry

A cartoon ill ustrati ng the
re marks mad e by former
Agriculture Secreta ry Ea rl Butz
printed in Venue, a student
opinion magazine of Glassboro
State College caused a controversy that nearly closed the
pubJb&,lgp. down..
The · front page cartoon was
caned racllilly offensive by
students as well as administrators.
Greg
Bossow,
President of the Student
Government suggested that the
code of Ethics used by Venue
might need looking into.
The cartoon referred to the
private conversation in which
Butz referred to blacks as
coloreds who were only
interested in three things: " A
tight pussy. Loose shoes. And a
warm place to shit." These
remarks forced Mr. Butz to
resign from office.
The cartoon itself was a draw-

ing of black man sitti ng on a
toilet who was wearing oversized
shoes and petting a cat. There
also was an e d itorial which sa id
that the former secretary should
not have resigned for a personal
indescretion.
The cartoon caused such an
ugro

Govern me t as

t dent

staff to remove all copies from

the distribution stands. This was
done on the day that the issue
came out.
The following day, last
Wednesday, the issue returned
to the stands with a black cover,
and a letter of explaination. The
letter said that the cartoon had
been misinterpreted and had
offered many.
" The cartoon was meant as a
satire on stereotypes and was an
attempt to get at Butz, not
blacks." Mary Lou Pascale, the
Managing Editor explained . " We
(Continued on back pal{e)

Photo b y Sung "Joe" Ka ng

by Sung " Joe " Kang

Who ever said that there is nothing to do in the dorms? The residents at the Rogers Hall certainly had
fun last Wednesday. More than one hundred residents showed up for an afternoon full of activities.
The students were involved in a number of games from tug of war, volleyball, relay race, and bobbing
for apples. One resident commented that "it is great to see residents getting along so well together and
having such a good- time."
"ltwourd be nice to have more dorm activities like this" said Carol Dvoor, a resident from Bartlett Hall.
Now the resident students are in the process of planning a Halloween Party on the 27th of this month. •

deve lop cou rses in subjects such
as li t eratu re , fi ne a rts,
ph ilosophy and psycholo gy
which would compliment each
other and appeal J-0 the student
interested in a general li beral arts
degree.
Dean Haselton, one of the administrators in the task force,
said he was aware of the
budgetary problems in the
educational system in New
Jersey. One of the reasons , he
suggested that the grant be api;lied for was for the basic fundii1g of the program . A sixty page
document was then submitted to
the NEH by Haselton and Dr.
Eileen Kennedy, project director.
The standa rds for receiv1ng the
grant are rigid, according to Dr.
Kennedy. Only one in five
proposals to the NEH are passed.
one o t
the nation to receive tundintf
from the NEH. The funding will

support the establishment of ten
courses and two seminars.
Universities. offering a similar
graduate program are Johns
Hopkins University, Dartmouth
College, the New School in New
York City and New York University. Kennedy and Haselton both
stated that the prestige aspect of
the grant and the quality of this
graduate program are a tremendous boost for the state college
system in New Jersey.
The introductory course to the
Masters Degree in Liberal
Studies program is the original
" Pilot Program" submitted to the
NEH. The subject matter incorporates literature, fine arts
and music and is being taught by
Dr. Kennedy and Dr. Martin
Siegel as team teachers. After
completion of this course, the
student then chooses two of the
remaining three concentrations
of study. The first concentration
consists of hist0ry and
philosophy, the second of
psychology, sociology, political
science and economics, and the
third of educational policy
sciences. The
introductory
course will be offered again in
the -spring semester along with
three more courses: By the fall 77
semester, all of the twelve
cou rses in the program will have
been taught.
Dean Haselton said that this
Maste rs degree program is an
important additio n to the
grad uate sc hool at Kean. The
students who will probab ly be
most interested i_n the program
are those already established in
their profession, who want to
continue to enlarge theirg eneral
scope of knowle dge.
Anyone who would like more
information concerning the
Masters degree in Liberal Studies
program may contact Dr.
Kennedy or the English
Department office at 527-2092.
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Carter Proposes Full
Employment For Nation
Between July 1973 and July
1976, according to a labor union
analysis of employment trends,
jobs in New Jersey were down 7.1
per cent, or 168,200 in the private
sector. At the same time, there
was a rise of 16.6 per cent, or
67,500 in government jobs.
President Ford has credited
this "job recovery " to personal
income tax cuts, business
investment credits and business
incentives. However, a comparison of the figures reveals that
the growth of jobs was du to massive increase in government employment, rather than in the taxpaying private sector.
It is obvious that the
government alone cannot continue to supply jobs to increase
over-all employment in this
state. As Jimmy.Carter contends,
·"We've got to restore to this
nation , the Roosevelt coalition
of enlightened, unselfish,
dedicated working Americans
wlio don't want any benefits or
special interests; but only to be
treated fairly and have
government. minister to their
needs and those of people who
need government help most."
To accomplish this, Carter
proposes to make full employment the #1 priority, emphasizing private sector employment, with government the
employer of last resort . In the
most economically depressed
regions, wage subsidies and tax
credits can be given to private industry in return for hiring the
jobless.
Ca rter also suggests an end to
those tax breaks which enco urage American industry to
locate in fo reign countries, thus
losi ng jobs to fore ign labor. In
add\t\on ,

he

would

Depression , Ford vetoed th ree
separate bills designed to combat unemployment .
Jimmy Carter has stated that if
he is elected, "my first priority as
your President will be full employment; to · insure a job for
everyone who can work . Two
and a half million more people
are out of work today than when
President Ford took office. Each
1% of excess unemployment
adds an estimated $4 to $5 billion
in direct costs for unemployment compensation, food
stamps, and welfare , and costs
$13 to $16 billion in lost tax
revenues. This does not reflect
the billions of dollars of lost
productivity or the crushed
dreams of those who cannot find
work .

October 21, 1976

Williams Cites Ford Error
WASHINGTON , U.S . Senator the adjournment of Congress, a
Harrison A. Williams Jr. (D-N)) threatened filibuster by Senator
recen t ly demanded that John Tower (R-Texas) , Chairman
President Ford correct his of· the Republican Policy Comstatement dur ing the last mittee who was acting at the
presidential debate that his Ad- direction and aut horization of
ministration "went to Capitol President Ford, prevented action
Hill and tried to convince the on this long overdue legislation.
House and the Senate that we "As a result," Williams said,
should . ha.ve an amendment on " President Ford sabatoged over
that legislation which would take two years of legislative effort
strong and effective action towards the enactment of effecagainst those who participate or tive anti-boycott legislation."
cooperate with the Arab Williams added that President
boycott." _
Ford 's action also resulted in the
" That statement is absolutely expiration of the Export Aderroneous," Williams said. " I ministration Act and with it, this
have tried for two years, along country's only restraint on
with Senators Proxmire and American business to resist the
Stevenson, to get this kind of blackmail,
blacklisting
and
legislation passed by the religious discrimination which
Congress but we have been met are so integral to the Arab
consistently with roadblocks boycott."
from Mr. Ford and his deputjes."
" It was only after final House
Williams, Chairman of the and Senate versions were intact
Securities Subcommittee of the and in response to mounting
Senate Committee on Banking, pressure, that the President
Housing and Urban Affairs proposed to the Congress a
saidhe was "appalled and substitute measure," Lilliams
amazed at Mr. Ford's outright continue . "The President's
distortion of the record ." ·
substitute was far weaker than
Williams noted that rior to either the House or Senate-

passed legislation and, in fact,
would have addedlittle if anything to existing law."
"While I applaud the
President's announcement that
the Commerce Department will
finally release the names of
American firms who have complied With the Arab boycott requests, it must be noted that he
took this action only after
Congress subpoenaed and
threatened with contempt of
Congress citations President
Ford's former Secretary of
Commerce," he added.
"Once the cloak of administration-sanctioned secrecy is
lifted, either by legislation or executive order, it will no longer be
possible for U.U.S. firms to comply with Arab boycott demands
with impunity and without
public accountability," Williams
said. "This Administration's opposition to tough antl-boycott
measures has been long and persistent and leads us all to wonder
out loud if this country is equal to .
its legend as the home, and principal defender,of freedom in the
world."

provide

federal subsidies and low income loan s to encourage low
and midd le income hous ing in
order to stimu late constructi o n
to provide homes an d jobs for
500,000 id le con st ru cti on
workers . Highway Trust Fi nd
money ca n be used to improve
railroad and mass transportation
systems while fin ishing the
interstate highway system .
In 1975-76, while the United
States suffered its highest unemployment since the Great
This year the Kean College
Chorale will sponsor their
Second Annual Dinner Dance
to raise money for the
Chorale's annual tour. The
date of the dance is Friday,
November 19th, 1976, at the
Gran Centurions in Clark, N.J.
The donation is twenty
dollars per person, and includes a roast beef dinner,

open bar all evening, a band
for dancing and a gala show.
The Chorale while on tour
will sing music for e"ery taste classics, folk songs, spiritual,
jazz, rock and pop.
For information and tickets
for the dinner-dance, call 527-2655 or write Professor
Cullen, Music Department
Kean College, Union, N.J.
07083.

I
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All College Weekend Set For N. Y. C.
Thousands of college students
from all over the country will
converge on New York City for
four days over the weekends of
November 11-14 and November
25-28. Although New York has
always been a popular destination for exam-weary college
students during t he long
Veteran 's Day and Thanksgiving
weekends, this year things will

be more organized.
The Amherst Institute is sponsoring a special $39 hotel package for college students that
should remove many of the hassles and unce rtainties associated
with a trip to the " Big Apple" .
" New York is still the most exciting city in the world . Nowhere
else is there such a concentration

Motels are increasing their
business in college towns. But
students are not abandoning
themselves to hedonism . They
just need a place to live.
faced with soaring enrollments and housing shortages, some colleges are turning

of great stores, restaurants,
theatres and museums," notes
one of trip's organizers enthusiastically. "Yet visiting New
York is all too often expensive
and lonely. We wanted to put
together a program that would
allow college students to meet
othe r students from all over the
country and at a very reasonable
price. The trips are planned as a

Journal Workshop Slated .
An " Intensive Journal/Process Meditation Workshop " will
be conducted October 29-31 at
Dialogue House in New York
City by Dr. Ira Progoff, creator of
the Intensive Journal Method.
Planned especially for persons
who have never before experienced this widely respected
technique, the workshop is also
open to persons who have
already attended Intensive Journal workshops.

The workshop will be conducted personally by Dr. Progoff
at ialogue House, Room #305, 8()
East 11th Street, New York City.
" The Intensive Journal" is the
active instrument of the
program. Not merely introspective like a diary, its structure makes it a dynamic vehicle
for Dr. Progoff's "Journal Feedback" techniques. As a person
uses it, the Journal self-adjusts to
his or her needs and potentials.

Shortages Force Students To Motels
(CPS)-Some first year students at Purdue University may
be writing home this fall to their
families on stationary from
Howard Johnson's or Holiday
Inn.

T~ e<t-:.:c l2... R·T Tt-

to untraditional forms of student
housing to meet their needs.
Many schools are reluctant to
build extra housing because enrollments are expected to
decrease sharply by 1980.
To cope with the housing
shortage-at
least
temporarily-schools such as Purdue
University in Indiana and
Washington University in St.
Louis are housing students in
local hotels and motels.
The students receive rent discounts of up to 75 percent from

the motel and motel owners who
appreciate the steady off-season
business.
Althou~h the Purdue and
Washington motel and hotel
dwellers pay rents comparable to
those charged students living in
other off-campus housing, they
have no kitchens. Some eat at
regular dormitory cafeterias on
campus, which in some cases are
two miles or more from campus.
A one-bedroom motel unit or
apartment shared by two people
costs about $200 a month .

Learning to use the Intensive
Journal is a way of clarifying
where you ~re_ now in life, determining what your resources are
and exploring new possibilities.
Reaching behond self-analysis,
the Journal generates an inner
energy with which next steps can
be taken .

break from classes and studying,
a change-of-pace before the
pressures of December exams.
"So we collaborated with
Adventura Travel, which has
been organizing ski and beach
trips for college students for
seven years. We asked them to
put together a low-cost package
including hotel and a computer
date match ," explained Brad Esty, a student at the University of
Massachusetts, and one of the
.originators of the idea.

" With Adventura's professional advice, we designed what
we believe to be an unbeatable
package: $39 includes 4 days and
3 nights at a top hotel in the heart
of Manhattan, a Welcome Party
and All-College Mixer with free
beers, an optional Computer
Date Matching with other
students nationwide, and a free
Tuition for the three-part ses
"Survival Kit" containing city
ions is $75. New participants \\'.ill
and subway 'maps and a remarplease add $15 for one-time ' kably candid guide to New
program registration fee w,hich
York's best store , restaurants,
inclu es Registered Intensive discos, galleries and museums.
Journal, discounts on books and
For students from New
tapes, free reprints and other
England schools chartered ·
publications. The workshop
busses will leave from Boston,
starts Friday, October 29 at 7:30 Worcester, Amherst, Springfield
p.m. til 10 p.m., resuming Saturand Hartford, directly to the
day morning at 9:30, with breaks
hotel. Fli~hts are also scheduled
for meals continuing through 10 from most U.S. cities.
/
p.m. Sunday's session begins at
For more information or for
9:30 a.m. and concludes at 3:30 reservations write immediately:
p.m.
The AMHERST Institute, 233
To make a reservation for the
No. Pleasant St., Amherst, Mas•
workshop, write to Dialogue sachusetts 01002 or call AdvenHouse, 80 ,East 11th Street, New tura Travel at (413) 549-1288.
Yo'rk, New York 10003, or call Reservations can be made by
212-673-5880ortoll-free 800-221- mailing a $20 deposit to the same
-5844.
address.

· FaDlily Educational Rights and Privacy
11,e following ·information
the student or any information an individual who may have ~p- . claims. and correspondence.
relative to the Fami(I' Educational contained therein.
·
plied to Kean College but has never
j. Subpoenas.
attended.
k. Memos and replies from
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
(4). Hearing-Kean College shall
(Buckley Amendment). i.f preprovide eligible students who are
(10). Wai-vers-A student or perDeans, departments, professors,
sented 10 1he Kean College Comor have been in attendance at Kean son applying for admission may etc. and telephone messages.
munity in order to acquaint it with
College. an opportunity for a hear- waive his or her right of access to
I. Allergy immunization records.
the procedures which 11·ill he ing to challenge the content of such confidential statements t:xcept that
m. If studenf .is· a physical
_1,,//owecf hy the Cof/ege in its imrecord~ maintained
ihe such waiver shall apply to recom- education major. an · entrance
plementation of the Act. .
institution .
mendations only if the student is medical form is required and made
11,e Fumi(r Educational Rights
(5). Personally ldentifiabie-in- notified of the names of all persons part of the medical record.
und Privacy Act "l /974 i.f com- formation which can easily be making confidential recommen.. n. If student is also a college emmon~r re.fi-rred to a.f the 8U<-kley traced ·10 students.
dations and that .m ch recommen- pJoyee. workman's compensation
Amendment. hecuuse it had it.1·
(6). Release-written cons~nt by dations are used solely for the purrecords are also included.
origi1t in the Spring cd· /974 us a the student specifying records to he poses intended.
For information: 527-2041.
floor amendment <!lli-red hy
released .
Waivers may be rescinded ; howE. Rqistrar
Senator James Buckley (Com-..
(7). Release of Recordsever.
confidential
statements
· The typical student file . conN. Y.). It was illlroduced hy
a. The College will not release received while the waiver was in
tains:
Senator Buckley as an amend- those records deemed educational effect are not open to student
a. Permanent Record.
ment to the .. &lucation Ai11end- or personally identifiable without
inspection.
·
h. Grade Change Information .
ments '!l-/974". a meu.l'ure dea/inK the written consent oft~~ eligible
Records Maintained:
c. Application for admission.
generally 11·ith elementary and student.
A. Career Planning and
d . High School Transcript.
.fe,·011elury educ·ation, and which
h. Records may he relea_sed
Placement
e. Test Scores.
1ra.1" suhsequent~r .figned -into /auwithout written consent:
The typical placement file conf. Other College Transcripts .
hr Presidelll Gerald Ford.
(I) to College officials. including tains:
g.
Advanced
Standing
· 77,e Act i.l' cfesixnecf to protect
Faculty ;within the College who
a. A resume designed by the canEvaluation .
the pri,•ul'_r ,,t.wudelll.1' uncf purent.f have been determined to have didate;
h. Letters regarding with'uncf inc/ucfe.l' req11ire111e111.1· xo·,·er- legitimate educational interests;
h. Several letters of recommendrdwal. leaves. etc.
11i11K affe.u to stmlell/.1" ecl11rntio11
(2) to officials of other schools or dation solicited by the candidate
i. Waivers. exemptions. etc.
remrd.f.
colleges in which the student seeks. (limit --5):
'
j." Graduation Applications.
Thi.I' is a .l'hort g11icfe to the pro- · or intends lo enroll, provided the
c. An unofficial transcript of
k. Legal documentation (i .e..
1·isiom ,if the Act. /11 aclcliti,m to student is notified of the release;
course work taken at Kean College
name change. subpoenas).
outlining the xmeral 11roc·ecf1trc'.f to
(3) to . authori,.ed represen- of New. Jersey.
·
I. Change of Major. etc.
he .1,,1/owed hy the Collexe. it 11·ill tatives df (a) the Comptroller
Occasionally. a student or alumFor information: 527-2023
i11fim11 .ftmlelll.1' us to:
General of the U.S.. (b) the nus · will ask . to have other
1-·. Teachina Performance
• 77,e 'kine/ t!f"i11f,1miaticm main- Secretary of HEW. (c) an adminis- documents included. A disah.lcd
("enter
tuinec/.
.
trative head of an educational veteran might ask to have a copy of
The typical student file con• The o{lke.f ·11-hid1 mai111ai1i tlw agency. or State educational his discharge included . Certificates
tains:
rl!mrcl.f. · ·
author.ities .. .;
of award or honor are sometimes
a. Coor,erating Teacher:
• 11,e m.f/ 11·hid1 wilfhe chargc•cl
(4) in connection with a student's
included.
I. Mid-Experience Report.
fi,r i"l!/Jrt1dud11x m11il!.I' t!f" thl! application for. or receipt of finanAl no time is an item in!iCrled
2. Vinal Report .
rl!mr,/.1· .fi,r .uu,ll!lll.1'.
cial aid;
unless it has been solicited by the
b. College SuperviliOr:
• The kind of "directory" infor(5) to state and local officials or candidate.
I. Status Visit Form.
mation the institution will authorities lo which such inforFor information: 527-2040.
2. Student Teaching Profile.
routinely rele11!iC. such as the stu- . mat ion is specifically required to be
It. flnantial Aid
3. Report on Special Cue.
dent's name. addre5s and major..
reported lo disclosed pun;uanl to
The typical linancial aid file conc. Student:
• n,,., 110/ides tlw College 11·il/ State statute adopted •prior to tains:
I. Student Teacher Ex_li1//011· if .ftu,lr11u frrl the in- Novemher 19. 1974;
a. Aid applications. and related
perien1.-e Evaluation .
fur111utio11 i., i11a,·,·uratt' ""'' 11·i., h to (6) to Q_[gani,ations conducting forms (lax releases. tax returns.
For information: 527-2042.
·chulle11xl! thr rrmrcl.
studies for. or on behalf of. parents· and students' financial
A. Challenges to the Content of
Definilion!I:
educational
agencie:s . or forms. affidavits. transfer of aid
Records
(I). Ac:c:ess-Kean College shall
institutions for the purpose of and cost disclosure forms. award
I. Rlahl _to a Hearlna
estahlish appropriate procedures developing. validating. or ad- lelters) and related corresKean C.'ollege- of New Jersey
shalJ provide eligible 11tudents un
for granting access by eligible ministering predictive tests. ad- pondcnt.-c.
b. 8E<Xi (8aaic Educational
opportunity to challense the consluden\11 lo \heir own education ministering student aicti,mgram11.
Grant)
consent
tents of such students educational
records within a reasonahle period and improving instruction. if such Opportunity
records in order lo insure thal the
of time. but in no case shall access studies are conducted in such a forms. copies of Student Eligihility
record_~ are not inaccurate. misl>e withheld more than forty-five manner as will not permit the per- Reports and affidavits.
c. Job applications. assignleading. or otherwise in violation
days after the re4uest has been sonal identification of students :md
·of the privacy or other rights of
made.
their parents by persons other than ments. evaluations. and rclalcd
students. and to provide for the
(2). Directory Information-at representatives of such organ- correspondence.
d. Gwaranlet.'d student loan ,ippossihle correction or deletion of
Kean College includes the student's i,.ations and such information will
such inappropriate data contained
name. dates of attendance. major. be destroyed when no longer plications and related corrcstherein and to insert into such
degree awarded. and date.
needed for the purpose for which it pondencc.
For information : 527-2050.
records a wrillen explanation res(3). Educational Records-means is conducted;
C Graduate Office
peeling lhe content of such records ..
"Those records. files. documents.
(7) to accrediting organi1.ations
The lypical graduate file conA student has a right to a hearing
and other materials which (a) con- in order to carry out their actains:
to challenge factual statements in
tain information directly related to crediting function;
a. Application and information
his / her record or when he / she
a student. and (b) are maintained (K) subject to regulations of the
demands to supplement the record
by Kean College."
Secretary of HEW in connection sheet.
b. Test Scores - GRE, etc.
when the factual statements.
Educational records do not in- with an emergency. to appropriate
c. Transcripts.
·
although true. are incomplete and
c)ude:
persons. if the knowledge of such
d.· Advanced credit evaluations
therefore misleading. A student
I. records of instructional. information is necessary to prodoes not have a right to a hearing
supervisory. and administrative tect the health or safety of the or transfer credit.
e. Change of Major.
on matters ofacademic judgment.
pen;onnel ancillary thereto which student or other persons;
f. Letler of recommendation .
2. Informal Proceedln11
are in the sole possession of the
(9) in compliance with a judicial
g. lndividuali1.ed Program of adThe law is not specific concer~
maker thereof and which are not order. or pursuant lo any lawfully
ning the format. procedure, or
accessible or revealed to any other issued subpoena. upon condition vanced Study form .
h. Worksheet with final
mechanismfortheconductofsuch
person except a substitute;
that the eligible students are
a hearing al the local level. The
2. records kepi by the Security · notified of all such orders or sub- evaluation for gr1tduation·.
i. Comprehensive affirm 11 tion.
hearing mechanism will be adapted
Office personnel used solely for law poenas in advance of the comj. Receipts for certification .
in each instance lo conform to inenforcement purposes:
pliance therewith by the College.
k. Letters re: leave of absence.
dividual differences. The rule of
. a. The security officers do not
(8). Riaflt of Access-rea:1on is to· be -followed~ - - ·
t ,·-• ,
have access to other student
a. this handbook lists the'' CC.
_ ,
.
I.' Request for letter to super' Kean College will attempt to setrecords kept by the college.
education records which a ~ inaintie a dispute regarding the content
b. The records kept by security tained by the College and which are intendent. elc.
m. Program alte'ratio•n.
of records through informal
personnel are kept separate from directly related to students; (see
For information:527-2018.
- meetings' and discussions with-the ,
other students records.
"Records !Ylaintained")
, student within the particular office
c. The records are maintained
b.. the right lo inspec\ and I:>. Heahh Services
The typical health ~services file ' or depar-.t ment where the records
solely for law enforcement pur- review the contents of those ·
contains: ·
· are-- kept. Formal he~rings may
poses.
rec~r~s: . "
.. ,
d. The records are not made
c. the right lo obtain copies of - -J.:- Ba,; ic he~lth informlllion sheer - only· be necessary when _s~ch inavailable to pen;ons other th~n,.,
records ge1,1erated by the filled in _by the student on first yisit. · · formal • m~a_ns are not satisfactory
b. Follow-up sheet .
to the ehg1ble student or Kean
college security personnel and l0<;a~ insli!,ul"\\Jn. the student is l;lllending;
tr pertinent, the followin1 are inCollege. ~
. law enforcement officers.
• d. the right to a response from
·
·
; • : : T~e hcar-ing does not need to be
l records created to maintained the College 't o reasonable requests eluded: ·.
c. Psychiatrit: notes ~
a formal proceeding; it can be an
by a physician, psych_iatris"t'. . for_ ~xplaiJati~ns and ·,nterpred. · Leave • of absence forms for·· informal appearance with a college
psychologist. or other· recogni1.ed tat1ons of l~ose records; .
.'
professional or para-Professional. e. t_h~ ~1ght to _a n -~pp_o rtunity -medical records. medical notes - official.
,, • - 3. Formal Hearlnas
which are created. maintained. or for a hearing to challenge the con- brought in by students. •,,
·· c. ·Request forrrfs, for pregnancy
· JL the eligible student or the
used only in connection with the. tent or' tnose records;
· College re4uests. the hearing shall
provision of treatment to the
' f. the right io 'review an·d • testing and referral.
f. LaboFalory reports.
he conducted under procedures
student and are available to no inspect any material or document
g. Release of information.forms.
adopted and published by the
other person:
·
· that includes information on more
institution which shall include at
4. confidential letters and slate- than one student, but only that part letlers to medical personnel . clinics
and replies .
least the following efements:
ments of recommendation which related to the individual student.
h. Hospital emergency records.
(a) The hearing shall be con:
were placed - in the educational
(9). Student-a person who is
ducted and decided within a
records prior to January I. 1975: allending or has attended Kean claims and correspondence.
1. Health insurance records.
reasonable period of time. but in
5. financial records of parents of College. The term do~s not Include

t,y

0

/

th0:~e

\

I

.. ,,

no case more tt,.an forty-five days.
following tlit·· requesl for the formal hearing;
·
:
(b) The hearing _shall be conducted and the decision rendered
by a college official or other party
who does !l0t have a direct interest
in the outcome of the hearing:
(c) The student shall he afforded
a full · and fair opportunity to
present ev.ldence relevant to the ·is~
sue raised under tl)at section of the
law entitled. Right to a Hearing . .
(d) The decision shall he
rendered in writing within a
reasonable period of time &fter the
conclusions of the hearing.
Procedures For
Reviewing Records:
All students wishing to inspect
and review their records must complete im "Application for ·Field
Inspection" and submit it to the appropriate office. Applications
forms may be secured from each
office. T he College will respond to
the re4uest as soon as possible hut
in no case more tha n 45 days after
the request has been made.
Re4uested records will he
reviewed by students . in the
presence of a designated staff
member.'
·
Confidential letters and statements of recommendation. which
were placed in the education
record11 prior to January I. 1975.
will not be m11de available to the
in11pector. All materialll subject to
this law filed after January I. 1975.
will be availabte ·for review.

1-·ee 1-·or
Meproduetna ( :oplft:
RC\fUCSls for copies · of lhe
records will be at the expense of 1hc
studenl. A minimum fee of Sl.00
will ht: charged for each requt.--sl.

Catholic
Campus
Ministry
Come & See:
Mass Sunday
6:00 p.m. Down~Coffee/Tea
Cookies/Donuts

~

Just' J,o Talk: ,
Campus Minister
Sr. Mary ·Alice Beck or
with Father Richard
~

Catholic
Campus
Ministry invites you
to join us for a SLIDE
PRESENTATION '
concerning the
APPOOR · in
PALACHIA on Tuesday, October 26 at
1:40 P.M. in J-132.
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Glassboro ...a study In bad taste
.

.

l_n the October 7th issue of Rolling Stone magazine there

appeared an article entitled "Rituals of the Herd" by John Dean
and Ralph Steadman : ·contained in that story was a· statement
made by Earl Butz (former Secretary of Agriculture) that was
considered on ethnic slur towards Black people and consequently resulted in Mr. Butz's resignation from his cabinet
position. The Rolling Stone printed verbatum his statement:
"You know what they want?" "It's three things·: first, a tight pussy; second, loose shoes; and third a warm place to··shit." Thats
all!" Printed to give the story authenticity, not in itself an ethnic
slur.
The story itself was not considered slanderous in nature, nor
the· editors .of the magazine considered to be lacking in . "the
basic standards of human behavior." And no one considered,
taking all the non-circulated copies back from the news stands
and removing the "Rituals ... " story before redstribution to the
. public.
This has happened, and it's pretty news-worn already, to
Glassboro State College's student opinion magazine Venue.
Venue recently printed a satiric cartoon depicting a black man
sitting on a toil~t squeezing a cat. It couldn't have been more
obvious\y a comment on Butz' s rem a r:ks -if they put quotes on it.
It seems that everyone at Glassboro has taken offense to a
simple satiric cartoon. A vehicle of comment not uncommon
since the adv~nt of "Puck" cartoons of the 19th century. Satire
runs rampant in modern humor and very many serious political
parodies. The cartoon obviously was parading Secretary Butz's
remarks as they appeared in print.
Yet the act of satirizing a current political ill, has been mistaken by the Black Community of Glass_b oro~ the Student
Government, and their president, Mark Ch_a mberlain. Th~ Justifications range from the story being out right bigoted to just an
act of bad taste. Today bad taste is probably the most used, and
most effectiv'e and accepted forms of satire.
.
It may be possible to take initial offense at -the physical
appearance of the cartoon; but the Butz rem.ark was no secret to
anyone who bothered to find out what the "professional"
newspapers and magazines cloaked in euphimisms. But by the .
time Venue went to press everyone including the media found
out and the community of Glassboro should have realized the
satiric sense of the cartoon. Perhaps it is most effective " combat
bad taste with bad taste."
·
We believe that it is not the Venue that should apologize but
the whole thing be forgot about. The reactions of the Glassboro
community to a commonly used form of comni.unication were
tasteless..

ro anyone who ca res anymore:
Having been a student at Newark State College (i.e., Kean-ugh! 11)
for four years, I feel I can say with some authority that this school has
much to offer. However, things are notthe same anymore! I'm speaking particularly about the renovation of Sloan Lounge. Whoever the
asshole was that suggested this atrocity should be shot and hung by
the thumbs in effigy. (I will personally do thislll)
First of all, airport furniture is not my idea of comfortable furniture .
Secondly, and this is my reason for writing this letter, the tearing
down of the walls in Sloan Lounge makes theft (of my books and my
friend 's books) much easier.
I understand that the reason for removing the walls was to make
the Lounge more accessible to the students. It also makes it more
accessible to theft, vandalism, etc. It was accessible before unless you
'were so fat you couldn't fit through a double doorway. I feel the
concept of a lounge is to relax, study, socialize. You can no longer
consider Sloan Hallway a lounge.
·
In conclusion, let me say that luckily.I'm leaving this semester and
won't have to put up with assholes stealing my books. I just feel sorry
for the people who have to stay here four more years.
·.
Mike Barton

Picked on

To the Editor,
In reference to the letter from David Eric Shur in last week 's
Independent I will answer some of the questions he posed.
Regarding the $1.00 charge for the yearbooks, it was a Council
decision , not an arbitrary one, and it was based on financial predictions that have proven to be all too accurate. Considering that it costs
more than $8.00 to produce each yearbook, it is not an excessive
price. The other $7.00 + are covered by a portion of the Student Activity fee . I think it necessary to point out that Student Organization
funds 38 groups as well as sponsoring capital improvement projects,
special events, the athletic program and provides numerous other
services, legal counselling, fer instance. Does the writer of Picky, Picky, Picky realize that the Hot Line, Townsend Lecture, CCB, the
Independent are all Student Org. sponsored?
Regarding the second complaint (about the cover picture) it is the
perogative of the Yearbook Staff to select its subjects. Where was Mr .
Shur for the entire year while this staff was putting together the yearbook, or especially in June and July when they were working 12 hours
a day and more to complete the bookl If Mr. Shur wants a say in t he
planning and production of the next yearbook, I suggest he join the
staff at once.
· •·
Tom O 'Donnell requested that the Hot Line picture from 74-75 be
repeated when he was contacted to set up an appointment for a
current photo session. Talk to him on that one. He Is the Hot line
Coordinator.
( Continued on page 5)
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OP-ED
Identifying the Identifiable
If you wish further information on !be disposition of the Student
Or~a~ization funds, stop by my offic~ located in the College Center
Building. The books are open, and I II be happy to explain them to
you .
Jack Sievers
Treasurer
Student Organization, Inc.
Kean College of N.J.

Ignore The Article? .
. Students,
,
,
This is a response to the article " C.C.B. Chairman Resigns after
Investigation." I found the article to be a gross misrepresent~tion
that seriously undermines the credibility of student organization
and this newspaper.
Being .a. person who ta ~esi aJI cri,t icism from the source my first
reaction was to ignore the article. I knew the truth and that wa,s .
good enough for me. Soon after it was brought to my attention
that everyone who reads the article may n_o t be aware of the facts
and what I considered to ,be a sh~m could serve as an injustice to
Paul Curtis. How could such garbage be printed? .
Throughout my years at Kean I was extremely active in many
student organization programs. I chaired several committees and
among them was " Chairman of C.C.B. ~pecial Events". At this time
I had the opportunity and pleasure to work with Paul Curtis. I
found him well respected and I feel he did an excellent job despite
continual heckling by green eyed factions and certain administrators who disguise their own self interest in the "interest of
the students". If these are the best sources this paper can quote I,
as a former writer for the Independent question the legitimacy of
our college media.
Upon my graduation I received a letter from the supervisor of
Performing Arts Facilities stating "things have never run as efficiently as they have this year, thank you." This was in reference to
all C.C.Q. programs held in the T.P.A. this year. The very same
programming that Paul Curtis played such a vital ro!e.
In past ti~es it w(!uld have b~n ~a.sy for Paul Cu~is _to defend
himself. There wete countless people who believed, as I do, that
he did an exceptional job. Unfortunately some of those people are
no longer around.
My appeal then is to the objective students that now attend
Kean College. There are many organizations that could use fair
level headed thinking, including this newspaper. Please get involved and get the facts so that further misrepresentation will be
minimized. My final remark to the author is one of caution for in
any real world writing you may do, your style may prove expens\ve.

Robert Diehl

C.C.B. Special Events Chairman
1976
Alumni

An Answer to Mediocrity
To-whom it should concern:
listen . ..
Student A: "How do you feel about voter apathy on the campusl"
Student A2: '. 'Uh-apathetic, I guess."
Right onl Right off! (Write-off). Why doesn't A2 find out what's going on and then votel
"Why should I vote on November 2l"
Because you owe it to yourself. If you don't have your say about ·
who is elected president, you're not even entitled to gripe about the
performance of the winner. And because you owe it to other
Americans. If you don't vote but you do accept food stamps, or
unemployment benefits, or public education, you are a parasite on
the body politic. Concerned citizens got those programs lor
you-with_ their votes.
"Why should I become informed on the candidates and the issuesl" Because there are -already enough people who will vote in
ignorance or from near-sighted self-interest; we ought to do better
than that.
·
" How can I become well informed)"?
- Not by picking up casual gossip from acquaintanc~s. Not by watching the packaged gossip called TV news'. ·Not even~(merely) by
following the debates : the format invites superficiality and evaisve11..ess. At the very least you' ll need in-depth reports, analyses, and
interviews-from TV and , from responsible newspapers and
magazines.
" Who are you voting for? "
Not a splinter-party candidate Iike McCarthy or MacBride. 1976 is a
bad year for feeble symbolic gestures. Not Ford, the accidental
president, the mediocrity Nixon gave us to insure himself against
impeachment.
" Jimmy Carter, then? "
· · Yes. I sensed the qucflity of the man from his one-hour interview
(on Channel 13) with Bill Moyers and from Norman Mailer's article in
the New York Times Magazine. I read newspaper accounts of'his efforts for minorities and mental · health and government
reorganization in Georgia . I found out that the notorious Playboy
interview wa$,. -Aot a few scattered comments on lust and lying but a
detailed recital (five hours on tape) of Carter's views on many issues
(What he sa id about " lust"-accord ing to a Playboy editor writ ing on
the Times Op-Ed page-was only to illustrate a point about reli gion
and politics).
·
" But is Carter 'big' enoug h or experienced enou gh to be
president?" Hardly any candidate ever has been . The questions are
rea lly these : Has he the human qualities we need in a leader:? Has he
the kind of knowledge and experience req uired? Has he the ca pa city
to grow into greatness ? I say, " Yes, he has."
If I'm wrong, vote me wrong. But at lea st don 't let apat hy win. Y~u
say you "feel apathetic"? In its root 'se nse apathetic me~ns-"witho ut '
feeling."
·,
,.,:·,
1 ,,lc·•1
·
Gunna r Urang
English Department

The 1976 Presidentia I election is an incredible election in many ways, but one of
the strangest aspects is the often heard lament, from, among others, faculty and
students on this campu.s, that the Presidential candidates offer no identifiable
choice, that they are both the same, and both unusually inferior, or at best,
mediocre. This "lack of satisfying choices" argument is used to justify low levels of
participation, including non-voting, non-campaigning by those who ordinarily
would, and a general climate of no enthusiasm. Summed up: apathy.
I suggest this apathy is not, the result of indistinct or poqr ch9j ces, but as ombination o} myth, anxiety; and ignorance. As for myth, the biggest myth of all· is
that Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford offer no choice. Although it is obvious by thi slate date that both are using the campaign's home stretch to do combat on the
most banal andJ rivial oJ issues (Whowill keep America strong?·Who cares m'ore
ab.out Eastern . Europe? Who has purer sexual fantasjes?), Revertheless ,. any
modetately attentive listener could have heard distinct ideological differ~nces
from the two candidates as late as the first televised debate. It seems clear to me
that what we have this election-completely counter to the traditions of the
American political -style-is a {airly clear ideological ch0ice. ,
,
Jimmy Carter has revealed himself as a genuine liberal, very sim,ilar to George
. McGovern on substantive issues of domestic social justice,\ vith strong populist
undertones (tax the rich, fairness for rich and poor in criminal sentencing,
government responsibility to reduce unemployment), and that, I suggest, explains more than anything his decline in the polls.
,,,.
Gerald Ford has never tried to conceal that he is an orthodox conservative
straight out of the Republican tradition of Robert Taft. He wants weak
government, strong business, strong cops, strong armies, and "freedom of the individual". Listening to the first TV debate was to me a positively eerie experience:
a real liberal and a real conservative slugging it out over premises. That just does
not happen in this system! But it did. It is over now-both are swarming over the
ambiguous middle-but I do not think it an exaggeration.to say that with even the
shortest memory, this election provides the most unusual degree of rele.vant
choice between competitive candidates since 1896.
Apathy is riot the result of no choices but of tough choices, at least for the
independent, middle-of-the-road voter who does not share either candidate's
ideological premises. Surveys show that young voters tend to lack partisan
loyalties and generally fall near the ideological middle. I suggest that these voters
this year find themselves politically isolated_between the two mainstreams. The
severity of the alternatives creates genuine conflict, which leads to anxiety, which
causes withdrawal from the process, which is rationalized by claiming there is no
choice. Granted many people, especially the young, whhdt'aw ,n~a..., tcx-Tna'n'f
reasons, but this year the withdrawal rate is especially high. ltis my theory that the

system has hurled a challenge at us which many people can not handle, some
intellectually, others psychologically.
In addition to the bi-polarity of choice, I feel there is an additional challenge
that many liberals seem to be resisting. Most conservatives seem to be lea rriing to
live with Gerald Ford, and why not, for he is the real article, a conservative midwesterner with no apparent internal conflicts or subtleties. Jimmy Carter, on the
other hand, is harder to figure out ..He is an outsider, a stranger (this part of his
campaign rhetoric I certainly believe to be true), and fits the oft repeated cliche:
. "Nobody feels they have a piece of him." The interesting thing is, liberals do not
feel they have a piece of him . Translation: he wil.l not owet hem anything. They
: should know that he -has a piece of them.
.
·
As harsh as this may sound, I believe that liberals, including the Kean College
: variety but the problem is widespread, fit the third category of apathetics mentioned earlier: ignorance. I realize it sounds supercilious to assert that those who
do notfeel·as I do are ignoran~, but I ask nevertheless that this id~a.be consid~r~d.
Personally I feel that Jimmy Carter isan exceptional individual who could make
a great President, but even if h:e is somewhat less than that, I see no real evidetice
that he should be considered much different in skill or ability than almost any
other candidate for President in this century from either party running for the first
time. Presidential campaigns are not exactly designed to bring out the best in
peoplf;!, eitlJer intellectually or ethicalJy, and Ford is not an easy adversary to dea _l..
with on a high moral plain. We do not elect saints in this country, only human
beings, and on that level Carter is better than most. Doubters of his religious·
sincerity are not skeptical, they are cynical.
:'
; Jimmy Caher i~frp~m a different political culture. Many .northern liberals do riot
understand him, and have not made an effort to understand him . His ideological
courage is ignored in favor of t~e most trivial style and personality considerations. First he is too deferential to Ford, then not deferential enough. He can not
win . And believe me, a Southern liberal, even a moderate one, must have more
courage than any Norther11 liberal I have ever known has ever been called upon
to demonstrate. The thesis here is that antipathy toward Carter is sublim~ted
resistance, by some because of his populist liberalism, and by others because of
his Southern and rural style. He deserves better.
Liberals are not immune to prejud ices, and that is exactly what we have here.
All Americans have had to face the problem of adjusting to changes in our culture
in recent years. People from. the American interior and South, often with
traditional and fundam e ntali st lffe styles, have had to accept a changing liberal
and permissive social injlieu . . Now people from urban and cosmopolitan
backgrounds, who-are cOY'i1fortable with the new life style around them , are un comfortably cailed upon to accept a candidate from the other side. But he is a
stranger in irrelevant areas. Where it counts, he is one of us.
Michae l Israel
Political Science Department

-
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by Buz Whelan
Our readers will no doubt be
relieved to realize we have
reached Part V of our five-part
series of interviews with
presidential candidates.
If there is a dark horse in this
race, it has to be Arthur
Fom;"relli. Not only does Mr.
Fonzarelli have to run his campaign without the backin'g of a
national political party , but he
has the additional burden of be-.
ing a fictional character.
Whether he can overcome these
obstacles is anybody's guess, but
"The Fonz," as he prefers, is running a high-spirited campaign
aimed at projecting his image as
a confident and decisive leader.
Wizard: Mr. Fonzarelli, we 'd
like to thank you for the opportunity to chat like this.
The Fonz: Forget Mr.
Fonzarelli. Just Fonz.
W: Okay, Fonz. What if you're
elected?.Will it still be just Fonz?
F: President Fonz.
W: Good enough. We 'd like to
ask you some questions about
your positions on the major issues of the current presidential
campaign.
F: Ask away.
W: Wel l, what is your position
on abortion ?
F: Hey, Hey. Watch your

by Robert Kern
Years ago when my love affair
with spirits and wines started my
virginity caused me to be the
laughing stock of the gourmands
I roamed with . While they spoke
of the virtues of Chateaux
Marguax and had the names of
Rothschild and Pizay rolling off
language. I got my girlfriend 's
their
tongues with impunity. I
picture in my wallet .
suspect, ,now that I am more
W: You mean you won' t speak
knowledgeable ,' that they really
on ...
didn 't know what they were talkF: Don 't say that word.
ing about and felt they could say
W: Alright, let's talk about
anything knowing that I would
national defense. What do you
not catch them in any Faux pas.
plan to do in that area?
During that callow youth of
F: First thing, I'd have more
'Marines. Marines are cool.
• • mine I knew only of ripple and
W: That's fine, but what about · the more popular mass
produced. wines and I merely
the 8-1 bomber?
drank
without a full appreciation
F: Bombers are cool , too.
of all the trouble a first 'Class
W: Many say they are obvineyard goes through to please
solete.
four out of my five senses.
F: Obsolete! You see Strategic
A good wine will please sight
(Continued on page 7)

WOMAN TALK Politics

Dr. Eleanor Laudicina , a
member of Kan's political
science faculty, joins Ms. Barbara
Brande and Mrs. Barbara Claman
as WOMANTALK's audienceexamines " Women and Political
Analysis" for the October 27
segment of the women 's discussion series held each
Wednesday at twelve noon in
Downs Hall. The three
" political " women will give their
assessments of the current election campaigns, discuss what
they perceive to be the more
critical issues, and offer
" educated " predictions as to the
election outcomes, nationally

and locally.
Both Laudicina and Claman
have previously appeared at
WOMAN TALK. Dr. Laudicina
has been a member of KCNJ 's
political science faculty since
1967. She holds her doctorate
from Rutgers University where
she had been an Eagleton fellow.
Laidicina teaches a course on
Women in Politics.
Ms. Claman is chair of the
Union County Republ ican Party
organization and in that capacity
is very involved in the presidential campaign , attentive to coordination and planning at the
county level. An economic analy
t for · the Port of New York

smell, taste and touch . Hearing
may be included if you wish to
count the cork popping out of
the bottle. This will not help you
select a good wine, but if a friend
hands you a wine to try you can
astound him with your expertise.
Let's start with sight since
you ' ll see it in the glass before
anything else. Make sure the
glass is clear and hold the wine
up to the light. The wine should
be brilliantly clear like looking
through a gem. The depth of
color is significant but varies
from wine to wine e.g., a
cabernet sauvignon will be
darker than a beaujolais. You will
learn through experience the
differences, its more fun getting
the knowledge liquid rather than
a dry lecture.
Now swirl the wine in the gla$S.
IMPORTANT: make sure the
glass is a little less than half-filled
as if not the swirling may cause it
to slop over onto your denims
and make you the laughingstock
of your group (Tacky-tacky) . The
swirling will allow the wine to oxidize slightly and help it mature.
Bring the wine to your nose and
sniff sharply and deeply. This
sounds awfully upper class. The
"aroma " is the odor of the grape
itself. If you smell grapes the
wine is younger, the stronger the
presence the younger the wine.
The "bouquet" is the complex

odor developed by aging. It includes the vinegar smell and the
cask smell , with experience the
difference will be obvious (look
at all the excuses I'm giving you
to drink). The "Nose", the combination of the two should never
be weak or lack character. That
first deep sniff should send the
senses reeling on a kalidescopic
fireworks display.
Taste the wine. Take a little bit
and roll it over your tongue making sure that it reaches all
tastebuds. The natural components of wine and the only
ones in a good wine are Sugar,
Acid , Sulfur and Tannin. The
sugar and acid are obvious,
sweetness of the gra~ and that
vinegar taste. Sulfur leaves no
real taste but is necessary for
proper aging. Tannin leaves an
" aspirin taste" behind. I'm sure
you've all taken aspiring and let it
sit on your tongue for a few
moments. That taste in wine is
the tannin. Next time you taste a
wine try to distinguish the flavors
and components. Please do this
before you get too blitzed.
The aftertaste should always
be pleasant and harmonious
(thank you Bon Vivant
Magazine).
No touch. Not with your
fingers! Let it sit on your tongue
for a moment. Note the as(Continued on page 7)

by Frank Bolger

vi rate. In some quarters it is even
suggested that the Supreme
Court is fallible . This brief and informal history was undertaken
with the hope that it will dispel,
forever, all doubts as to the efficacy of the electoral process, or
the wisdom of the universal franchise.
As every schoolboy knows,
democracy was first hit upon by
the pre-Alexandrian Greeks,
during the seventh century B.C.
and was in full bloom down just
prior to the so-called ''.Colden
Age," at which time it achieved
its peak of fragile loveliness. The
Periclean Era, the subsequent
glories of Greece, and the devastating wars of the Peloponesus,
all conspired to bring this time of
unparalelled liberty to an end.
The ballot, however, dates
back, from all available historical
data, to prehistoric times. Cave
paintings of Cro Magnon Man,
discovered recently in the hills of
France, appear to confirm this.
Particularly compelling is one
scene depicting two hairy individuals, huddled away from
the rest of the tribe, one furtively
handing the prize of the most
recent hunt to the other. This, at
least, indicates an understanding
of the manner in which the ballot
functions. There are numerous
such suggestive photos sketched
on the walls of this cave. (One
such image purports to show a
large machine-like object, which
Van Dani ken concludes, in a forthcoming work , is a voting
machine, and which he accepts
as definitive proof that our world
was indeed visited by Ancient
Democrats!)
There is a considerable lapse
before the first documented
ballot is cast. It is recorded by
Homer in the Odyssey in the
Adventure of the Cyclops, when
Odysseus says,
(Continued on page 7)

Authority prior to her marriage,

The following items came to
our attention this week at the
- Campus Center for Women :
• Mary Ann Bornmann,
counselor and consultant for
Kean 's EVE program has
designed an all-day workshop,
" Woman Alone, Man Alone" for
Saturday, October 23 at Kean
from 9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m .
" Woman Alone, Man Alone" is a
sequel to Bornmann 's very
successful
" Woman
Alone"
seminar offered on campus last
spring.
The conference is
planned for the "single" person,
an increasingly large percentage
of the population. There will be
workshops on asserting oneself
as a single , and building new
relationships. Bornmann has
scheduled psychologists, attorneys and sex therapists forthe
day's offerings. The $20 fee in~
eludes lunch and conference
materials. Direct your inquiries
to EVE, 527-2210.
• The American College Testing Program has published
Women in Science and
Technology: Careers for Today
and Tomorrow . The publication

is available through ACT, P.O.
Box 168, Iowa City, Iowa, 52240.
• The Campus Center for
Women responds each week to a
1
· nqu·1r·1es from
num ber Of
·
d
d
stu ents
omg rese a rch on
women: history of feminism;
women ·in th e Iab or m ovement ,
sexist hiring ~~actices, etc. We
;ave had pos1t1ve feed-back on_

what seems to be the most complete library collection on
women's issues in the area .
Located in midtown Manhatten,
the library is maintained by the
Women's Action Alliance and
well worth the extra travel miles.
Irene Zahave is the Alliance lib:
rarian and will answertelephone
requests: 212-532-8330.
• " Only on Tuesday" has
scheduled a Rape Survival
Center lecture on "Rape: The
Ultimate Outrage" for Tuesday,
October 26, at the College Free
Hour (1 :40) in the Front Lounge
of the Student Center.
• In his lecture here at Kean on
October 5, political pollster
George Gallup offered some
interesting comments on the
emergence of women in politics.
Gallup feels that there is more
support for women as active
politicians than ever before; that
the impact of women on the
political scene shows promise of
less corruption in government,
and of a "softening" effect on
the
management
of
government. Finally, he suggests
that the worst opposition the
neyvly-active female politician
faces is from other women .
BELLA ABZUG, who will
appear at Kean's Townsend Lecture series on October 26 , will
hopefully comment on Gallup's
op1·n·1ons about women in
politics. Is he right on target? or
no?_____________

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

Claman is the first woman to
hold the chair of the county
Republican group.
Ms. Brande 1s new to the
WOMAN TALK series. She also is
a "fi rst," as officeholder, a
member of the Township Committee in Cranford and the first
woman so elected. Brande
earned degrees at Caldwell
College and at Fordham University; she is a social worker with
Associated Catholic Charities, a
licensed family and marriage
counselor, and a politician by
avocation. She is a member of
the Board of Trustees of the Arthur H. Brisbane Treatment
Center, appointed by Governor
Brendan Byrne in 1974. WOMAN TALK and politics.
October 271

by Sister Mary Alice Beck
There is a story in Mark 's
Gospel that tells how Jesus invited his weary disciples to go off
"to a lonely place where they
cQuld be by themselves (and
rest), But people saw them
going, and many could guess
where; and from every town
they all hurried to the place ..
.a nd reached it before them . So
as Jesus stepped ashore he saw a
large crowd; and he took pity on
them because they were like
sheep without a shepherd, and

he set himself to teach them at
some le~gth". (Mk . 6:32-34) .

Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE I Ever since I ha~~ become part
section of The Independent: '
I of the campus ministry staff h~re
Item or event_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I at K~an, this story has held a
Place date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'---------:,- I special appeal for me. I am very
Sour~e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I much aware of the many college
Your name
.
I students who are going through
I Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Wornen, RmJ a t_ime of questioning and sear;
I SA 112, Bookstore Building.
J chmg for the truth, and often
feel as though they have no one

1--------------·----------- •--

"'

An Informal History
of the Vote
(as transmitted by a carrier)

These days it is fashionable to
unreservedly debunk the essential doctrines of democracy, and
promulgate the belief that they
are more than simply unsound,
but that they are malign. The
Fourth Estate is now embarl<ed
upon the task of revealing our
President to be less than divine, a
scurrilous liel There is a
movement afoot to reverse the
obvious fact that the
Constitution
was
directly
inspired by the Holy Spirit,junior
partner of the ethereal trium-

to turn to for strength and
. guidance. I have no problem
with the fact that students are
questioning. This is an absolutely
necessary part of growing
toward a mature, adult faith . I do
have a problem , however, with
the idea that these searching
persons have no one to help
them.

Jesus himself told us that he
"ca me that (we) might have life
and have it to the full " (Jn 10 :10),
and have it today. He is eager to
share his full and joy-filled life
with us. Some may ask where
they can find Jesus today and
have a share of this life? Jesus
promised that wherever two or
three are gathered in his name,
he is pre~ent with them (Mt
18:20). St. Paul , expanding this
teaching, says that members of
the Christian Comma city are the
(Continued on page 7)
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Wizard's

(Continued.from page 6)
Air Command? Man, Jimmy

Stew~rt was so cool flyin ' that big
bomber. He was even coo l when
he crashed. And he said in that
movie that the country would
always need brave bomber
pilots. Hey, you callin' Jimmy
SVTEWART
A LIAR?
by the Indy staff
fifteen-year-old 1 even in 1966).
W: Not at all. Maybe we do
There is a definite leaning to She is outclassed, however, by
the bizarre this week, possibly Christopher Plummer as the need them.
F: Maybe, right? No maybe.
caused by the nearing of domineering head of the studio,
We
need 'em.
Halloween . Unfortunately, not Robert Redford as a deeply disW: Certainly. We need them .
one of these films cries out to be turbed movie hero; and Ruth
viewed; they' re all here simply Gordon as Daisy's senile mother. How do you feel about Humfor their entertainment value, It's pure soap opera in parts but phrey-Hawkins?
F: Who's Humphrey Hawkins?
which is not to be underrated, interesting · nonetheless. (2 hrs.
W:
Not who, Fonz. What.
but merely understood. Enjoy.
25 min .)
Humphrey-Hawkins is a bill.
Friday
Monday
F: Pay it.
11 :00 (9) Count DrKul. (1970)
12:00 (9) The Strangler (1964)
W: Not that kind of bill, Fonz.
Although no Dracula film has
One of the many mad killer
yet been made that faithfully films that resulted from the It's a Senate bill. for full emadapts the Bram Stoker novel, success of Psycho. This one, ployment.
F: You mean so everybody can
this one comes the closest. In this however, remains one of the
way, it manages to surpass the better. Victor Buono plays an get a job?
W: Yes, substantially.
famous German silent version, overprotected psychotic who
F: Of course I'm for it. What Nosfer.itu, although artistically murders out of an inability to talk
kind
of jerk would be against
there is no comparison. Of to women. He is particularly
course, Christopher lee plays . intense in a scene where he ver- · everybody havin' a job?
W: President ford is against
the lord of the Vampires. Good bally torments his bed-ridden
the bill.
to watch if only for the sake of mother. (90 min.)
F: Well, Jhere you are.
comparison. (2 hrs.)
12:30 (5) Pinky (1949)
W: Right arm. Fonz, a lot of
Sillturday
Well-acted racial drama about
1 :15 (9) Th.ink You, Mr. Moto a light-skinned black girl (Jeanne· people think you' re kidding
about running for president . ..
(1937)
Craig) who leaves her home in
F: Whoa I The Fonz does not
Once again, channel nine the South and passes herself off
otters us relief from the as white. Excellent performances
boredom of Don Kirshner. This is by Miss Craig and Ethel Waters,
considered to be one of the best , and brilliant directing by Elia
(Continued from page 6)
Mr. Moto thrillers, with Peter
Kazan . (2 hrs. 10 min.)
tringent
feeling. Then weigh it.
Lorre superb as the Japanese
The wine may sit lightly or
investigator. Go ahead, give it a 12:30 (7) Ensign Pulver (1964)
Disappointing,. but genuinely heavily depending on age, color, .
try. It's only for ... (1 hr. 15 min.)
interesting, sequel to Joshua type of grapes used, alcohol
Sunday
Logan's classic, Mister Roberts. content, and sweetness. The
12:10 (7) Night 51.ves (1970)
James Franciscus stars as a man The story follows the misadven- wine should never be so sweet as
with a strange problem : every tures of Ensign Pulver, played to be cloying, so heavy that the
night after he's asleep, his wife this time by Robert Walker. throat starts to close, or too thin,
leaves him, and returns by dawn Walker's Pulver is a less caddish, where it runs off the tongue like
the next morning. The puzzling less confident, and consequently water off a duck's back.
After you've gone through all
part is that the rest of the town less human one, but ultimately a
disappears each night, too. A more· likeable one. Burl Ives is this have fun getting bombed.
Interesting fact (I hope): If you
made-for-TV thriller with a well- adequate as the-Captain, but the
film lacks the style and are ever sitting around and
-handled idea. (90 min.)
poignance of its famous someone relates the old story of
'\2:1S (9) Pillow Talk (1959)
If any of the Doris Day-Rock predecessor. Worth seeing, Cleopatra dropping a million
dollar pearl in wine for it to disHudson pseudo-bedroom • nonetheless. (2 hrs.)
Tuesday
solve and for her to drink to
comedies (or bedroom pseudocomedies) can truly be called 11 :00 (13) Beauty and the Beast prove her love for Marc Antony
give a quiet chuckle. With a
funny, this is the one. Doris and (19'46)
French director Jean Cocteau bemused smile upon your face
Rock (and third party Tony Randall) meet during a battle with has produced a visually beautiful . ask the person telling this anecthe telephone company and adaptation of the famous fairy dote if he really believes it. If he
tale about a kind-hearted says yes point out to him firmly
" hilarity" ensues. (1 hr. 45 min.)
woman and her love affair with a but condescendingly that pearls
1 :00 (4) Inside D.iisy Clover
strange animal-man. (90 min.)
do not dissolve in wine (in fact,
(1966)
they don't) and tell him that he
Good performances spark this 2:00 (2) Mn. Miniver (1942)
This excellent drama aboutthe should get his facts straight.
melodrama about the rapid rise
You have now thoroughly desand fall of a teenage actress in courage of a British family during
the Thirties. Natalie Wood is ade- wartime won several Oscars, in- troyed his -credibility about wine
quate in the title role (although cluding Best Picture and Best Ac- and have replaced him as such
much to old to be playing a tress (Greer Garson, whose with anyone within earshot.
Congratulations.
acceptance speech was the
longest in Academy Awards history). Co-stars Walter Pidgeon
and Richard Ney. (2 hrs. 40 min.)

Gourmand

Another
View

GITA KICK

Wednesday
1 :30 (2) The Skull (1965)

sharing discussions, Thursday
Prayer Meetings, and beginning
body of Christ; Christ himself on October 28, a Life in the Spirit
present in the world (1 Cor Seminar.
Jesus Christ is present in the
12:27).
Jesus wants to be with us; he midst of this community reachwants us tO-be able to find him ing out in love to the whole campresent even here at Kean pus family. We invite any and all
College. There is a small but who are searching for truth , who
growing Christian Community need support or guidance, to
present on the campus that - join us and celebrate life with us
gathers for Sunday Mass, Bible in Christian Community.
(Continued f rom page 6)
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ATTENTION PLASMA AND
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I

Your Help is Urgently Needed to Supply Life-Saving Med icine & Bent fit Humanity

SAVE LIVES . . . AND
EARN A FEE
AT THE SAME TIME
It's easy, quick,
completely· painless

t= EE PAIDTWICE A WEEK
Money You Can Count
On For Books,
Expenses, etc.

Garden State Blood Bank

Hou r~p~ o_'.\~%u Fri. ,

129 Washington St. , Newark , N.J . 201/622- 2958
Bring this ad for $2.00
Bonus on First d onat ion

OUTOF...

kid about politics.
W: Okay, Fonz. It's just that
you 're a mechanic and .. .
F: Jimmy Carter's a peanut
farmer. Is that more pres•idential
than automobile mechanic?
W: Carter was governor of
Georgi.
F: I was a war lord for the
Dragons.
W: So you were . We
wondered .. .
F: We. We. All the time you 're
saying 'we'. Where is this we. All I
see is you .
W: That's just an expression.

Black Flag

Like cool doesn't mean low
temperature. It's just an expression .
F: Oh yeah? An expression? I
have an expression for you . Sit
on it.
W: Maybe you 'd like to say
something about your opponents.
F: They' re nerds.
W: One last question, Fonz.
Do you think being a fictional
character is a severe handicap?
F: Heyyy. The Fonz is real,
man. Just as real as them other
dudes.
·
W: Dig it.

(Continued.from page 6)
" My company cast lots to see
Which men of them would
dare to join me
And lift that stake and bore it

part of the infamous "Passover
Plot.")
In 27 A.O., having inherited
the relative fortune of his stepfather, he journeyed to Phrygia,
deep
and from there to the Eternal
City and seat of the Empire,
Into his eye when gentle
slumber
Rome. There he pursued the
Should come upon him . . . " . heretical line that even the rabThey cast lots, lots of them, but
ble were entitled to equal·
representation. He continued,
eventually settled upon four of
unrestricted, in this manner for
their number.
The first exercise of the pure some tir.,e. The emperor
thought he was amusing, the
democratic vote, the kind with
which we are most concerned, aristocracy thought he was a fool
comes in the form of a referenand found his proposals scan- _
dum and results in the liberation
dalous, the peasants despised
of the slave, Barabbas.
him as a dreamer, but ,ls always,
This brings us to the father of
ultimately it was the lions who
the Vote, a Roman slave by the
had the final word. They thought
name of Deludus Maximus. It is
he was delicious.
known that Deludus was not acI must close now, with my
tually a Roman, but was most work only half-complete, but in
probably a Goth, captured in inconcluding I must cite a exemfancy by Roman legions during a
plary instance of voting. Woody
forage into the northernmost Allen, in his great work, Getting
hen, refers to," . ..the decision
section of the Empire. Little information on him is available unto hold the Renaissance in Italy."
til the year 20A.D., (?) when he
Imagine the same event occuring in Poland! It would be like
surfaces as the adopted son of a
holding a baptism in a rain
Roman tribune in Palestine.
barrel, or a bachelor party in a
from the sketchy background
convent. Well, at least we can see
we know that he was something
how the vote is necessary to
of a troublemaker, and that there
Deludus.
was a movement to destroy him
A Definition
because of his radical political
philosophies. (There is some Voting Machine: A Skinner-box
material to indicate that he wall a

with a waiting line.

... And Who Is

Howard the Duck?
became a strange fowl in an even
by Chris }aroeha
A recent Independent stranger land." That land was
editorial made mention of a Cleveland, Gerber's old home
presidential candidate named metropolis. After bizarre enHoward the Duck. It has now counters with Garko the Manbeen decided to bring our Frog, and the vampiric Hellcow,
readers up to date on this- cam- Howard made the acquaintance
of young Beverly Switzler, an arpaign .
·
Howard, a cigar-smoking, tist's model who soon became
philosopher-fowl, is the creation his guide to our "absurd
of Steve Gerber, a writer for the ·society." In search of-gainful--emMarvel Comics Group. In 1973, ployment, he set out with Bev
Gerber scripted a story about the towards New York. Once there,
running together of the worlds his quick thinking in a bomb
of imagination and reality. As a threat saved the life of
';;'F ; . .
joke, he introduced a talking
duck named Howard , to
represent the imagined world of
"funny animals. " The joke soon
gained epic proportions,
however , for the comics
audience met the character with -~~
---,
wild enthusiasm . Gerber, with
his fine sense of the absurd,
realized the possibilities in having a street-wise duck pass comic
judgment on our society. independent presidential canHoward 's own comic book was didate Wauldrop , who
the next step. At this point, a immediately withdrew from the
brief biog raphy of the candidate running. Thus it was that the Allhimself might be in order. The Night Party drafted Howard the
following quote is copyrighted Duck as their encounter for the
1976 by the Marvel Comics 76 election.
Howard runs the most honest
Group:
" From the time of his hat- campaign ever seen. Recognizching, he was. . .different. A ing the insanity inherent in
potentially brilliant scholar who national politics, he represents
dreaded the structured en- " cleaner, brighter government
vironment of school , he with no waxy yellow build-up."
educated himself in the streets, What more could a voter ask?
taking whatever work was further information on the
, available, formulating his philo- Howard campaign can be found
sophy of self from what he in the latest issue of his
learned of the world around magazine: As his slogan says,
him . And then the Cosmic Axis "Get Down, America! Vote
shifted. . .and that world Howard the Duck in '761 " After
changed. Suddenly, he was all, wouldn 't you rather have a
stranded in a universe he could duck in the White House instead
not fathom . Without warning, he of a turkey?
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WelCome Back

• The E Street Band - Duke Clemons, Bruce, Miami Steve Van Zandt,
Photo b y Steve Scheiner

This is how a luge number of the audience viewed Mr. S. Wednesday night.

President Ford Hits the Road

Meanwhile, another celebrity visited Union on the same day. f
Ford and company (Secret Servicemen, photographers, rel)U'~
porters, etc.) stopped on Morris Ave. to say "Hello" and "Vote for
multitude of well-wishers and others. The Chief Exec. then went
arid Campus to make a speech. Thanks to Poly. Sci. for getting I
(where's Carterl)

Photo by Steve Scheiner

The prez waves to the people, being careful not to fall off the roof.

This man is looking for pos'sible gun-toters, as the VIP entourage cruises by below him.

October 21, 1976 Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band, New Jersey's answer to the Beach
Boys, made a triumphal return appearance to Kean College last week,
amidst great anticipation from the 900 lucky viewers-to-be. They didn't let
,his fans down. For nearly two and a half hours, Bruce and the band rocked,
boogied, and danced for the wowed crowd, sending them home on a cloud
of joy.

. ....<.:;;>:
Photo by Jim Shive

Garry Tallent; (not pictured - Roy Bittan, keyboards, and Max Weinberg, drums.)

, supe"toa
plown
m here

e Horvath

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Mr. Ford talked to the crowd for severa• minutes. Those inconspicuous men surrounding_ him are Secret Servicemen.
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Profile o~n Dr. John B. 1-rwin, Kean- Astronomer
by D .}. Farella

DJ: Dr. Irwin , I see via var ious
astronomy publications and
conversations with other astronomers that you were
instrumental i n the establishment and development of some of the most prominent
observatories in the world.
You 've often been published in
prestigious astronomical journals . In fact , the cover photo of
the October Sky and Telescope is
yours. One need only research
the nearest competent library to
find evidence of your contributions to the field. You have
studied at some of the finest
schools, receiving a B.S. and
Ph.D. from the University of
-California, and alongside some
of the world's most renowned
astronomers at the· most prestigious observatories. What enticed you to Keanl
Dr. I: I came here in 1971
because the job market in astronomy went out very suddenly
and unpredictably around 1'970.
There were many reasons for

this, primarily the phasing out of
the Apollo program and the
general financial squeeze on the
big universities all over the country . Astronomy is considered a
luxury science, or is considered
that way by administrators who
should know better. It isn't. So all
of a sudde there were no jobs in
astronomy , and the situation is
even worse today than it was
then . I was happy to get this job. I
was between jobs. I'd come back
from Chile in 1967, and went out
to UCLA for a year .. .and stayed
another . I didn 't want to live in
Los Angeles and was very happy
to come here. My guess is that
about two-thirds to threequarters of the American Astronomical society would be absolutely delighted to have the
job ·that I have here. Professor
Alexander Hall asked me to
come in 1971, and that I did , and
it's bee,n a real pleasure.
DJ: Most of your observations
were conducted in South
America, predominantly in
Chile's Cerro Tololo and Los

ROBERT REDFORD DUSTIN HOFFMAN ALL THE PRESIDENTS ~1EN
S1 amng JACK WARDEN SL<'C'•d' a;:,p,>a•.in.:~ t,1 ~1ART,N 8ALSA~1 HAL HOLBROOK
and JASON ROBARDS
R,,,, 6•,KW,' • Screenpla1 by WILLIM1 GOLOr: A\:
Based on tt1e tx>ok bvCARL BERNSTE IN dnd 808 W()OD~\ARD • r,1,.,; ~11 DAVID $HIRE
Produced by WALTER COBLE NZ • 0 r~;:"-c ~•, Ai. AN J PA", '• ,\
A Wildwood Enterprises Pr1...'-.iu('t .0r~

.1,

TECHNICOLOR •

From W arne r B ros

A Warner Commumca lton s Company
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Campanas Observatories. Have
there been any other locales
you 've observed from .. .the U.S.,
Europe, or whereeverl
Dr. I: I started observ ing at the
United State, Navel Observatory
in 1937. I stayed there two years,
work ing with the Transit Circle
Division under Dr. Herbert
Morgan . At that time , I d idn 't
have a doctorate in astronomy
and I realized this is .what I
wanted to do. So I went back to
the University of Cal ifornia at
Berkeley. The War interfered,
but I got. my Ph.D. in 1946. My
thesis was based upon observations made of an eclipsing star
from the Lick Observatory with
their 36-inch retractor. When the
Lick Observatory was established
in the 1_870's and 80's, it had the
largest telescope in the world. It
was ranked about tenth in. the
world, and_ now it's probably
about fiftieth.
So things have changed, and
I've been in on some of those
changes. I've work~ at the MacDonald Observatory with the 82inch reflector there, and at that
time it was about the second or
third largest reflector, so that's
changed, too. I've worked in
South Africa with the 74-inch at
the Rad<;:liffe Observatory and a
24-inch telescope at the Royal
Cape Observatory. This was in
1950 and again in 1955, so I was
down to South Africa twice. I
went down to Chile in 1959 as a
Fulbright Professor and did a little teaching there. I came back in
1964 as an administrator for the
Carnegie Institution
in
Washington , which was hunting
for a site for a 200-inch telescope.
I found them four sites, and they
chose Cerro-Las Campanas,
which is about 400 miles north of
Santiago, Chile. I've been
instrumental in helping to set up
these laboratories. I've acted as
sort of a propaganda minister.
Twenty years ago, the largest
telescope (in the Southern
Hemisphere) was the 74-inch.
There were between ten and
twenty times as many large telescopes (and sina·II telescopes, and
astronomers, too) in the Northern Hemisphere as in the
Southern. The stars, as seen from
Chile or Austriliaor South Africa,
are partly the same and partly
different. Up here, you don'tsee
t.he Southern Cross, and down
there you do. You can't see the
two nearest galaxies, the Clouds
of Magella_n, here, down there
you can. The center of the Milky
Way Galaxy in Sagittarius is too
far south for northern observers.
It can be s~en, but only poorly.
The result was that the best
hemisphere for observing
special objects was being
neglected. So I wrote perhaps a
dozen popular articles - I call
them my propaganda papers which pointed 'out this discrepancy, and other people have
picked it up. At the present time,
there are three very large international observatories in Chile.
They are very expensive. Las
Campanas observatory c95t dost
to twenty million dollars, Cerro
Tolol dost to twenty million, and
Eur~pean Southern close to
twenty-five or thirty million.
These investments are continuing, and running those
tremendous observatories takes
something on the order of a
million dollars or more a year.
There 's a big Anglo-Australian
telescope in Siding Spring, Australia. In New South Wales, they
have a 158-inch comparable to
Cerro Tololo 's, European
Southern will have a 140-inch,
and Las Campanas will have a
100-inch. So the situation has
changed radically as far as the
Southern Hemisphere is
concerned. There .are a number
_ of advantages to this. One is that
the weather in Chile is extraor-

dinarily ·good, better than any
other known site in the world,
for astronomical observa.tions.
This is why these three big observatories are there. Furthermor~,
it gives European and American
observers the opportunity to
work in a good climate. Usually
only U.S. observers in the
Southwest and the Pacific Coast
enjoy good viewing. So it
enables us to go to a place which
has tremendous telescopes and
associated instrumentation, and
which is supported rather well,
financially, but of course never
well enough.
DJ: What astronomical topic is
your particular favorite?
Dr. I: I've worked on a number
of special research projects.
Originally, I was in positional
work (of stars) at the Naval

Observatory, and I haven't done
any of that since. Then I went
into photoelectric photometry.
This is the very accurate observation of eclipsing stars, which
are binary stars moving about a
common center of mass. They
look like single stars, but when
analyzed with accurate light
observations, their intensity
changes with time· periodically.
We also use spectroscopic observations, which give, among other
things, the variations in the
vel.ocity of the two stars. These
stars can then be analyzed in
great detail, especially their sizes
and masses. Just before I came
here, I worked on a spectacular
eclipsing variable down within
thirty degrees of the south celestial pole.-lt has the name SV-Centauri, and it's a real toughie. It
turned out to be a pair of stars
much larger than the sun, each
having about ten times the solar
mass, and whose period is
changing. This is why I worked
on it. The period is getting
shorter and shorter, and roughly
around 49,000 AD the period will
be zero ...which is ridiculous. It
will never get down to zero, but
to study a star like that is of very
special interest. I have worked
on the theory of eclipsing
variables and spectroscopic b
binaries; in other words, the
theory of double stars, as well as
their observation. In South Africa in 1955, I observed about 140
Cepheid variables, in three
colors. Even today this is the best
list of Southern Cepheids ever
taken with a photoelectric
photometer, and it is used as a
reference work by people who
are trying to understand these
very
peculiar
'! luminous
lighthouses."
DJ: How do you view the
future of astronomy at Kean
College?
Dr. I: Well , first I would like to

say that this department, the
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Department at Kean College, is
an extraordinarily good department in the sense that the
professors are extremely well
qualified and are very experienced, and I'm delighted to
be associated with them. Kean
and the other state colleges are
under a tremendous budget
squeeze, and if you don't have
money you just can't do all the
things you'd like to do, and this is
true in life as well as in astronomy. When administrators
hunt out things they can get
along without, why, astronomy
comes to mind right away. So we
are in trouble on that account,
not only here, but everywhere
else the country over. In the last
year, for example, one astronomy department I know of
has had to join the Physics
Department and become smaller
or else go out completely.
Another large, successful astronomy department that I know
of, within 500 miles of this spot,
has simply been abolished, and
the professors have had to seek
jobs elsewhere. So, it is a prime
target for those who a retrying to
meet budgets that are too small.
But it shouldn't be so. Astronomy is tremendously important. If you go through life
without knowing anything about
the universe, you're really missing something. Furthermore,
astronomy has a popular
intere_i!! especially in its relation
to the space program. We can't
equate astronomy and space
identically, but there is a strong
relationship, and this country has
spent billions on space astronomy and the space program,
and astronomy has benefitted
some from that. However,
there's a problem today, because
astronomers, and physicists, and
others had been hired by the
National Space Agency. Now
they've been let go and the
budget has been clamped down.
This has had a strong effect on astronomers in general. As an exam.pie, at the present time
something like 11 to 12 per cent
of .the American Astronomical
Society are either out of jobs or
will be out of jobs soon and are
looking for jobs. We had hoped
this would be temporary, but it
seems to be getting worse. If a
young man wants to go into astronomy today, I cannot tell him
what it will be like eight or nine
years from now, when he comes
out at the end of the pipeline. It
takes four years of undergraduate work, and at least four
years of graduate- work to
become an astronomer. And
(Continued on page 11)
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Shaking Hands With the PresJdent
by Kathy Yesenko
President beamed!
No matter what previous
Then he strutted over to my
political convictions or party
side of the street. He was only a
preferences a person has, one
few feet away and everyone near
still feels excited when "The . me threw their hands out to him.
President Of The United States" · The crowd pushed against the
comes to visit!
barriers to get just a glimpse of
Wednesday, Oct. 13, 1976, the President, and all of a
Union Township was the host of sudden, a barrel filled with water
President Ford's campaign swing
(it was the support for the ropes)
thru New Jersey. Green Lane was
tipped over with a loud noise.
closed off to traffic, students
President Ford looked stunned!
were rerouted, barrels and lines
The secret service men scramwere set _
u p, and police barbled to put the barrel upright,
ricades stood in the street.
and many people sighed their
Everyone was waiting for
reliefs that it was just water!
Mr. Ford continued to grab
President Ford to arrive in
hands and thank us for coming.
Anytown , U.S.A.-this time the
Before I knew it, he was in front
town was Union.
of me and shaking my hand! The
Since there were no parking
spaces, many people walked
American dream had finally
over. The early ones had already
taken their places behind the
Police Lines when I arrived.
Union High School's Band
played " God Bless America"
while Hillside and Elizabeth
bands
listened
patiently.
Casually observing, you would
think a parade was about to
begin. . .until you notice the
security guard on Schering's
roof. Then you realize that this
parade is a very special one. It
consists of a secret service crew,
newspaper
reporters ,
cameramen, policemen from
almost every t own in Union
County, and President Ford - the
guest of honor!
I was standing near the Hillside
H.S. Band for well over an hour.
My body ached from being
jabbed in the stomach and little
kids stepping on my feet. Finally ,
someone really spotted his
motorcade, and in a few instants
President Ford was jumping out
of his chauffered car.
He raced over to the other side
of Green Lane and " pressed the
flesh" with the crowd. The secret
service men, in their classy expensive suits, raced along with
the President. Cameras clicked,
ford fans cheered, and the

come to life!
After the hand-shaking, candidate Ford climbed onto the
roof of his limo and gave the
usual campaign rhetoric we so
often hear. He spoke against
Jimmy Carter's tax reform
measures, and supported the
ideals of Middle America. "Jersey loves Jerry and Jerry loves
Jersey," he proclaimed. (Though
some may say "Jersey loves
Jimmy better!).
In less than fifteen minutes, he
was whisked into Town & Campus for a $100 plate dinner, and
many began to go home.
Union
County welcomed
President Ford very nicely. We'll
have to wait and see what the
voters think in November.
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Presidential
Paranoia
by Chris Jarocha
Concurrent with feelings of
patriotism or honor or sheer excitement that the arrival of the
President of the United States
produces in the surrounding
community, there is a feeling of
perfectionism, a desire to see
everything happen as sc~eduled,
which can manifest itself in an
overriding fear similar to the
persecution complex known as
paranoia . People become hypercritical of their surroundings,
making sure that the President
can't be shot at from a neighboring roof, or that he won't be
offended by certain sights. This
last is totally ridiculous. What if

Ford, who is simply another
human being, and not an avatar
of the gods, had been offended
in some way? Would he have
resigned from office due to -the
loss of dignity? Or order the razing of Kean College?
Nevertheless, the
latter
thought seemed to be a " given"
in the minds of the self-styled
" responsible " members of the
Kean community. for example,
on- the Independent bulletin
board was a handbill advertising
Ford's visit. Some college wag
had cleverly drawn a mustache
on Ford's picture and added the
prefix " Ex-" to his title of office.
Fine, it was an unoriginal act of
protest, and not particularly funny, but no one on the paper took
offense. This was left to a
n_,ember of Student Or.g. who
took it upon himself to edit our
property, crying "After all, he is
the President! " as the offending
piece of paper arched into a
trashbarrel. Paranoia .
A different fear is exemplified
by a young woman who had
intended to take pictures from
the roof of her car, until she
recalled that her glove compartment held a loaded airgun,
given her by a worrisome
boyfriend for her protection at
night. She vowed not to go near
her car. Parano ia.
The growing example of the
fear is that of the Secret Service,
who are pa id to be sus piciou s of
everyone. Oka)', no offense
taken here, you're protecting
.the man 's life. And so, two sharply-suited gentlemen strolled
into the Independent office last
Wednesday, opened a copy of
the paper to the Bulletin Board
page , and asked, ".Who placed
this ad?", fingering a cryptogram
from a member of the
Mathemati cs
department.
Paranoia.
And here I sit, typing away,
waiting for the Secret Service to
arrest me for mentioning their
presence. Now that's paranoia.

G~t the great
in mocna, co
banana o
strawbe

Kean Astronomer

The Portable Huty:

30 PROOF AND READY 1V GO
Kickers, 30 proof, ~ 1976, Kickers Ltd ., Hartford, Conn .

(Continued_l;om page JO)
nobody predicted eight years
ago that this tremendous group
of astronomers, and other scientists, too, would be unemployed
at this time. We do need these
scientists. They are highly
trained, and it would be a waste
of peoples' money, all the
money that's gone into educating them, not to provide them
with jobs, wh ich they can do very
well and thoroughly. Of course,
most of these people do find jobs
in industry and other places, but
their primary interest is in astronomy and the associated
sciences. I would like to give you
one more example before I end.
Very close to here there was a
very active, young, well-liked,
productive, smart astronomer
who couldn 't get a permanent
job at a great university, but he
did have a good temporary job
and this was true as long as the
money held out . .. what money?
The money he got from the
National Science Foundation , or ·
rather what his university got
from the National Science Foundation, to support his program,

which was associated with the
space program. He couldp't be
put on the permanent staff
because they didn't rave the
money. So he was on what we'd
call "soft money". Well, recently
he accepted the directorship of a
very large, famous observatory.
So the loss to this nearby university is very large, but they didn't
have the money to put him on
full time. He, I'm sure, will make
a big success of his new job. So
there are, jobs in astronomy, but
there's a great contest for these
positions. If you offer a job in astronomy today, you get 40, or 50
to 60 applications, because there
are these youngsters around
who need to have a job right
away.
Astronomy is an excellent way
to show people, not only what
the universe is about, and what
the space program is about, but
to show the methods by which
science gets impossi ble answers-or seemingly impossible
answers-and you get a little bit
of the history of science, much of
which is the history of astronomy.
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HOMECOMING '7 6
THE ACTION

IS AT
KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
HOMECOMING ·
ffi & FOOTBALL
OCT. 30th 1976 -ALUMNI
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HOMECOMING 1976

Finalists Chosen

On October 13, 1976, sixteen contestants attended six personal
interviews with our Homecoming Queen judges. Each contestant
was asked numerous questions pertaining to school and community
activities, personal ambitions academic success, and overall
achievements.
The finalists were chosen according to a point system developed by
Mark Ruggieri, President, Class of •n and Cathy Russell, Miss N.J ., 1975. Each ques.tjon held a maximum weight of ten points. Each
contestant was also rated six times on poise, personal appearance,
and the content of her response . The finalists are:
Name
Sponsor
Christine Joan Jadelis
Resident Halls
Renee Joyce
Sigma Kappa Phi
Jeannie Lonergan
Self
Ali Reynolds
Third World
Leslie Silber
Self·

:z

POST GAME COCKTAILS & HORS D'OEUVRES
TOWN & CAMPUS

Snack Bar

.. ...

:c

,

HALF TIME SHOW

18:30 P.M. Dance

l :z
n

TOWN & CAMPUS

FOOTBALL KEAN COLLEGE VS . GLASSBORO - FIELD

4 :30

I

.I

~

2 :30

-~ POST_
8 GAME
(.)

~-

PRESIDENT'S ALUMNI LUNCHEON

e------

2:00

re: ..

SOCCER KEAN COLLEGE VS. FOU MADISON - FIELD

~

I
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FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
_Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P~M.
STUDENT ORGA-N IZATION
OFFICES
.
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG
,

.

K.e an College of New -Jerse.y
1

•

_,. , -.-.
1

PROBLEMS?
I

Landlord-tenant
Divorce
. Traffic violations
Contracts
Criminal

! •

,,

' J

r

I

'

-

,.

r /

Consumer
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment
· - "You Na·m e ·it''

. Call 289-6200 fOr . loformalion
.
! .
~ ~

I'

.

-
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-International
Students
Association
The International Students Association of Kean College has
begun its program of cultural,
recreational and social activities
for the 1976-77 academic year.
.. LS.A." is interested in contacting all of the foreign
students in the Kean College
community. If you wish to work
with
Kean's
International
Students, please contact the
International Students Association, c/ o The Students Affairs Office, College Center
Room 143, or telephone 5272046.

,.
D

r

Catholic Campus Ministry
invites YOU
to CELEBRATE with us!

All Saint's Day
Monday, Nov. 1
Holyday MASS
12:30 P.M.
Downs Hall (Alumni Lge)
Father Philip will be with us that day!

Ca tholic Campus Min istry
invites YO U
to CE LEl:IRATE with us!
Sunday Mass - 6 P.M .
Downs Hall
Coffee / Tea
Cookies/ sha ri ng after Mass
BIBU: ST UDY and
VAl, Ul,;S l)ISC USSION

On OctQ.ber 26th, the
"Only on Tuesday"
program will present a
talk by the Rape Survival Center. The topic,
of utmost importance
to us all, will be "Rape:
The Ultimate Outrage."
Admission is free and
the time and place will
be the front lounge of
the College Center
Building at 1:40 p.m.

Come join
Catholic Campus Ministry
in proclaiming
JESUS IS LORD
through PRAYER.
SONG and PRAISE.
Thursday evenings
8:00 P.M. Downs Hall
Lffe in the
Spirit Seminar
will begin
Thursday, Oct. 28
and will be repeated
on Friday mornings
11 :00 A.M .
in the Campus Ministry Office
beginning Oct. 29.

Order your class ring - the
Herff Jones Ring Rep . will
be in the Student Center
October 18
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
October 19
10 a.m .-3 p.m.
ALSO
October 19
S p.m.-8 p.m.
in Willis Hall
Deposit $20

The Brothen of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Rho Zeta Chapter
are sponsoring

A BLOOD DRIVE
Tuesday, October 26. 1976
12:00 noon - 4:00 p.m.
College Center Building - Sloan Lounge
A trophy will be awarded to the organization
donating the most BLOOD.
Donations will be given go the North Jersey Blood Bank

T uesdays. I :40 p.m.
J - 132
Drop in anytime
Campus Minist ry Office
( Bookstore Bldg)
Sister Mary Alice
phone 527-2294
Father Richard 355-6660

--- -

FIEE LEGAL SEIVICES
Cowu.elin9 <JJy di P ,acticin9 dlttor«y

ca

Every T/wrsday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BU/WING

Kean College of New Je,~y

PIOILEMS?
LANDLOl!D • TENANT. DIVORCE, TRAFFIC VIOI.ATIONS, CONlRACTS
CRIMINAL. CONSUMH, GOVUNMENT HNEFITS, INSURANC£,
EMPLOYMfNl, " YOU NAME IT"

-

CALL 289-6200 FOR INFORMATION

Only on
Tuesday Programs
presents

The Rape
Survival Center
speakinl( on

"Rape, The
Ultimate Outrage"
j

•

October 26
· Front L9unge
1:40 p.m .
Admission Free

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1;
Physical Education
Major's News ·
Conxratulations to Lori Morris,
for beinx elected co-editor of the
1977 Memorabilia.
The next meetin2 will be Mon•
day, October 2S at 7:30 p.m. in
D 125. Important dates to
remember for this month are: Tuesday, October 26, faculty / student
Volleyball ,:■me at 1:40 p.m.
Friday, October 29, Halloween
Party at St. Brid,:ette's Day Care
Center of Newark at 2 p.m . Hope to
see you there.

r--~-..,.---.....;..~----;,,1
Catholic
Campus Ministry
invites YO U
to j oin us for a
SLIDE PRESEN TATION
concerning
the POOR in

POSITION

Local Government."
A speaker from the N .J. State Department of Civil Service
will be on hand to answer questions.
The workshop begins at I :40 p.m. in Hutchinson Hall,
room J-137.

ITALIAN

on Tuesday, Oct. 26
at I :40 p.m.in J 132

The Public Administration Club will present, on Tuesday,
October 26th a workshop on "Careers In The State and
Local Government"
A speaker from the New Jersey State Department of Civil
Service will be on hand to answer questions.
The workshop begins at 1:40 p.m. In Hutchinson Hall,
Room J-137.

The Public Administration Club will present, on Tuesday,
October 26th, a workshop on "Careers In The Stale and

Outreachs' 2nd Annual

APPALACHIA

CAREER
Career oriented person wanted
to represent leading life insurance company starting with
last year at school. Ind ividual
will market complete portfolio
of insurance products and assist
clients with financ ial matter.
Excellent training provided.
Call 272-8100. Ask for Tom
Schirmer.

Catholic Campus Ministry
invites YOU to join us for a
SLIDE PRESENTATION
c<_>ncerping the POOR in
APPALACHIA on Tuesday, October 26at 1:40 P.M.
in J-13-2.

Everything ·homemade by
"Mama Fachine"
Lasagna, Salads, Meatballs, Garlic Bread
Wine, Beer & Desert

,A

All you can eat & drink!
$6.00 for all this PLUS!

~

r.· .~-P

Music By:

hEXIT 13"
Friday, November 5th
Clark V.F.W., Clark, N.J .
Dinner Served at 6:00 P.M .
Tickets l(O on sale in the
Hotline Qffice

Outreach - a division of' Communication Help Center
HOflJNt.:
Kt.:AN

o.-

/
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Bear Bella...

~r----,_ . ·-· ·- .

Oct. 26th - 8:00 P.M. - Downs Hall
c...--- - - - - - - - - ------- - - -- - - - - - - - - - . : :,

The Craft Store desperately needs crafts
to be sold. If you want to sell anything
hand-crafted bring it in to the Craft Store,
which is located at Sloan Lounge in the
Student Center. If no one is there
someone in the CCB office will help you.
We will be happy to sell any of your work.
Leslie DePalma
Craft Store Chairman

BELLA ABZUG
presented by

The Townsend Lecture Series
& The Feminists for Equality

Thursday, October 21, 1976
1 :40 p.m.-End
3:05- 4:20 p.m.
6:30-11 :00 p.m.
6:00- 8 :00 p.m.
7:30-10:30 p.m .
8:00-10:00 p.m .
9:00 p.m.-End _

COFFEEHOUSE

)100
W100
DR Ill
Rm B
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm
Front Lge

Spanish Social Culture Club
Student Org. Council Meeting
Film : "Martin Luther"
JAZZ SHOW - GEORGE BENSON
Alpha Kappa Alpha Tea
Omega Psi Phi Dance

Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A
)100
TPA
DR Ill
Cafeteria

Children 's Theatre Series
" ALADD IN & HIS MAGIC LAMP"

TPA

Sunday, October 24, 1976
9:30-12 noon

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

3:00-6:00 p.m .
6:00-8 :30 p.m.
7:30 p .m.-End
9:00-1 a .m.

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Mass
Movie : " 3 Days of the Condor"
Groove Phi Groove/Sunshine Alley

Dougall
Recreati on Lge
Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge
TPA
TV Lge

Monday, October 25, 1976
4:30- 6:30 p.m .
7:30-11 :00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-End ,/

Football Team
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Jam Session

Friday, October 22, 1976
6:30- 2:00 a.m.
6:00-11 :00 p .m.
1 :40 p.m .-End
8:00 p.m.-End
9:00-11:00 p.m.
9:00- 2:00 a.m.
Saturday, October 23, 1976
11a .m. & 1 p.m.

Tuesday, October 26, 1976
All Day
1 :40- 3:00 p.m .

,,

.,,,

,,.,

/

7:40-10:00 P. m.
7:40-10:00 p ,,n.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10 :00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m .
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10 :00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m .
8 :00 p.m.-End

Film: "The Scarlet Empress"
CCB Meeting

Choir Practice
Sigma Beta Chi Tea
Prayer Meeting
Omega Sigma Psi Tea

_f

Blood Drive
Townsend Lecture Meeting
" Only on Tuesday"
Rape : The Ultimate Outrage
Spanish Cultural Social Club
Campus Ministry
Jewish Organization
I.F .S.C. Meeting
Christian Fellowship
Ski Club
CEC, Meetings .
International Students Assoc.
Occupational Therapy
Management Science ·
Public Adminis~ration Club
Chess Club Meeting
Senior Class Meeting
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Townsend Lecture: Presents : Bella Abzug

DR Ill
RmB

TV Lge
Sloan Lge
CC112
Front Lge
W200
J132
W300
W207
)101
)140
CSS104
J130
W302
)100
)137
W201B
Rm B
)143
W200
)138
W100
J134
)133
)130
J130
B212B
W207
DR 11-111
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Pase 15

Squires Roll Over Jersey City
State For Fifth Straight, 41-7
b y Art Handel
On the scoreboard it was not
the most one-sided Squ ire victory of all ; the 1974 squad reta ins
that distinction for their 63-poi nt
triumph over F.D.U. two years

sideline hopelessly waitin g for a
chance to try the ir game pla n.
As soon as the Squires
received the openi ng kickoff,
the grinding offense began. Joe
Troise received t he kickoff and

.l ~pendenl

SPOR_TS_'.-·
Photo b y Steve Scheiner

A LUNGE TO VICTORY:lolene Zavali of Kean's volleyball team stretches to return a volley in match with Livingston College. Plays such as
this can really turn it around for a team.
Blocking a return is a part of the individual commitment to excellence that a player must ~ke. Every player, however, must be doing their job for ~he play to achieve success.

Rooters Add Two More
Wins To· Impressive Total
by David Schwenzer
The Squires soccer team
ended a busy week with a convincing 7-1 victory over Rutgers- Newark at Zweidinger Field, last
Saturday.
r he week also included a 2-0
win over N .J.I.T. Monday n ight
and a 2-0 loss to Montclair State
Wednesday afternoon.
The offense started quickly on
Saturday. At 5:48 of the first half,
Moses Alliowe scored the first of
his two goals. A t 16 :32 of the half
Alliowe again scored, w ith an assist fro m "Pachie" Caceres.
Newark-Rutgers wa s able to
cut the lead in half, 2-1 .
However, Kean countered with

five goals in the second half.
Eugene Cifrodelli had two goals
during the barrage, and Moses
Alliowe had an assist.
" It was the best game of the
season," said coach Ochrimenko. " The passing was good, and
the whole unit played wel l."
Ochrimenko praised Alliowe
for his play, noting that it was
only his second starting assignment.
The Squires defeated N.J.I.T. 20 on Monday night. Scoring for
the Squires w as An dy Karlma n
and Richard Odiase.
" The whole team played a
good game. They showed a lot of
hustle. We were able t o beat

ago. But the flow of the play on
the turf of Roosevelt Stadium last
Friday night was the season 's
most decisive victory as the
Squires annihilated the Jersey
City State Gothics, 41-7, to
achieve their fifth consecutive
victory.
The
Squires
meticulously
followed the strategy for success
devised by their coach, John
Allen, who has walked off the
field a winner 5 times in the last 6
games.
The Squires offense ground
out the yards, led by the remarkable Tim Braue, who gained 136
yards in 24 carries. Quarterback
Bob Douglas threw only eight
passes, completing five, and the
Gothic attackers were left on the
them to the ball. It was a ·good
team effor t ,"
commented
O chrimenko.
On Wednesda y at home, the
Squires suffered their th ird loss
of the season, at the hands o f
Montclair State, 2-0.
" The Textile game took alot
out of us. We were physica lly
beaten for Montclair State," sa id
Ochrimenko . Offensively, the
Sq uires couldn't get untracked.
"We played them even , we just
co uldn't p ut the ball in the net,"
stated the coach.

Squirettes Throttle Ramapo
5-0 For Playoff Trophy
Last Saturday the Squ irettes
brought home a trophy for Kean
College by topping Rama po
College 5-0 in the All-College
Tournament play-off. Freshman
Elaine
" Freckles"
McGrath
paced t he team wi th 3 goals. She
w as foll owed by j unior Dawn
Fo rgeson who t allied 2goals. The
game was a super offensive effort
by Kean College.

Also, selected from the All, College Tournament was an AllCollege team. The team selection )Vas made from girls
competing from Kean, Ramapo,
F.D.U., and Centennary. Kean
had five girls selected t o be on
t he All-College team : Tara
Lechleiter, Debra Ross , Ela ine
McGrath , Arnita Etheride and
Diane Braver. There were also 3

Intramural & Club News
Volleyball
Second week action saw the
following results: The
Independents beat Delta Sig, 155 and 15-13; N.N .A.K. defeated
Alpha Theta , 15-11 and 15-10;
Beta defeated Nu Sigma , 16-14
and 15-12. The last match was a
forfeit win for Rho Theta over Sig
Kap.
This week's schedule :
6:16 p.m. Alpha Theta vs . Delta
Sig
7:00 p.m. Sig. Kap vs . Beta
7:45 p.m. N.N.A.K. vs. Nu Sig
6:30 p .m. Independents vs.
Rho Theta
.

Chess Club
An effort is being made to reorganize the CHESS CLUB. The
first meeting will be Tuesday,
October 26 during college hour
in Willis, 201-B. All interested
chess players should attend. If
interested, contact Kurt Kreiser
at 634-0750, or call Mr. Hershey
at 2229.

Skating
The rink at Warinanco Park is
reserved for skating by the
college community for Tuesday,
October 26, from 1 to 3 p.rn. No
charge for skating, skate rental is
.$.55.

Lacrosse Club
1. Play college hour Tuesdays (possible other)
2. Dress and shower Pool
locker room
3. No Insurance
4. Field 40-50, no goalies
A. No Body contact - stick
game
B. One face off to start
C. Team scored against gets
ball behind goal
D. Ten minute running time
quarters
E. If 4 on 4 - One man stay onside; If 5 on 5 - One man stay onside; If 6 on 6 - Two men stay onside;
5. School Equipment must be
signed out (sticks, gloves, arm

substi tutes from Kean : Donna
Woods, Beth Wes lock , and
Sharon Kuta . The All-College
team will play the weekend of
O ct. 30-31 in Long Island in the
New Atlan tic Tournament. Kean
College has a regu la r season
game agains t
Ston ybroo k
Co llege Friday at home.

All women interested in
inter-collegiate fencing contact Pat Hannisch in D-126 or
call 527-2435.
pads only)
6. ONE fight and you are out of
the Club
7. Kean students only

Tennis Tourn_
ey
The fall TENNIS TOURNAMENT will feature a doubles
and mixed . doubles division.
Trophies will be awarded in the ·
tourney, which will be P.l!'yed on
_Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of
Horne Corning Week. Use the
entry
b I an k · . i·n
the
INDEPENDENT, or stop by the
Intramural Office, D-121 to
enter. This event is open to the
entire campus community.

Flag Football
Results of October 17th :
Chi 14, T-F's 6
Busche 30, Tau O
Pi 24, Phi6
Schedule for October 24th :
10 a.m . T-F 's vs. Pi
noon Ghetto vs. Phi
2 p.m .' Chi vs . Busche

sped 62 yards down the left
sideline for the score. Lajterman 's extra point made it 7-0.
Kean 's second score came
when its swarming specialty
team, led by Bob Casey,
recovered a Gothic fumble of
the kickoff following Troise 's
run . From the Jersey City 33,
Braue ran for 6 yards. A Gothic
off-side penalty and a quick
burst by Troise brought the ball
to the 8. Douglas then found
tight end Terry McGuirk open
for the touchdown.
So the Squires were ahead 14-0
with the first quarter not yet
completed. Another drive, set
up by safety Pete Kowalsky 's
interception was aborted by Lajterman's unsuccessful 43-yard
field goal attempt.
Surprised
and
outfought,
Gothics quarterback Tom McIntyre brought some life back into
his team . After a recovery of a
Troise fumble on the Squ ire 40,
McIntyre employed his running
game for short bursts of yardage.
Linebacker Biff Wilbur then
broke up a pass int ended for
rece i ver
Bruce Tyndel I.
Hampered by the on-charging
rush of the Squires defensive
line, McIntyre scampered to the
13-yard line. On fourth-andone, McIntyre sent his fullback
up the middle for first down. The
drive culminated in an option
pass to Tyndell, who made a
desperate fi ngerti p catch in the
end zone for the touchdown.
An 62-yard, 13 play drive by
the Squires in the second quarter
combatted this score. Douglas,
smartly employing his running
backs, continually sent Braue
and Troise over the vulnerable
right side of the Gothics' defensive line. The key play in the
t ime-consuming drive was a
fourth-and-one Braue run to the
Jersey City 13. Troise, following a
block by Braue, swept wide for
his second TD of the game, ma king the score 21-7.
The opening minutes of the
third quarter began auspiciously
for the Squ ires.

Douglas and his attackers took
over on the Gothic 46-yard line
and there was more o f t he same a seven-play drive with Douglas
passing 17 yards to Terry
McGuirk on third-and-four for
the big play . Braue sped full bore
blast from the one for the
visitors' fourth touchdown. A
ba_d exchange on the extra point
attempt made the score 27-7.
Desperately trying to halt the
Squire onslaught, the Gothics
mounted a drive on their own 26
before a small disaster befell
them .
A holding penalty forced
Mclntyr~ into a second-andtwenty situation. A quick 14-yard
hitch pass instilled some hope.
However, the Squire passdefenders, and not the Gothic
pass-receivers made the big play.
A slant-in pass was harmlessly
tipped away by Kowalsky .
A Gothic punt gave Kean the
ball on their own 41-yard lirie. In
his next opportunity, Douglas
directed a 59-yard drive, sparked
by the play of the offensive line.
First Troise gained 9, then 14
yards to the Gothics' 36. Two
runs by Braue gained a first down
on the 10. On third-and-four,
Douglas' pass fell incomplete.
Then from the 4, Braue burst in
for his second TD of the game.
Lajterman 's kick made it 34-7.
The Got_hics' fina l effort was
killed by anothe r f umble, th is
- one occurring at t he beginning
of the fourth quarter. Tak ing
over on the Jersey City 35,
Douglas called Braue's number
for five yards. On second-andfive, Douglas exploited t he
perimeters of the Gothics ' zone
defense , and connected wit h

Steve Vanicek for a 41-7 score.
A last-gasp Gothic pass was
intercepted by Wayne Wadams.
Allen then rested Braue and
Troise, and unleashed a stable of
running backs, which included
Andy Regitz, Frank Piroma lli and
Vern on Richa rdson .
The Squi re execution was as
impeccable as ever.
Kean Quips: Squires amassed
369 total yards against 96 fo r
Jersey City State . . .Entire offensive line must be lauded forthe ir
open ing up mass ive holes for
Braue and Tro ise .. .Away game
next Saturday at Sa lisbury State.
ke•n

14 7 13 7 -41
70 0 0 - 7

J.C. State

" - Troise 82 kickofi return (l1jterm1 n kick)
" - McGuirk 8 p1ss from Douglo, (Lajterm1n
kick)

I- Tyndell 11 p1ss from fl .. (McIntyre kick)
I( - Troise 13 run (Lajte rm• n kick)
I( - lr• ue 1 ru n (kic k foiled)
" - lr•ue 4 run (lajterm•n kick)
" - V•nica JO p1• from Douglas (Lajterm•n

kick)

Friday
Field Hockey ...... ..... . .. -✓ •

•••

•

•••

••

•

•

•

Stonybrook (V.)
3:30 - H
Ramapo (J.V.)
4:30 - H

Saturday
Soccer . . .. . . . ... .. .......... .... Jersey City State College
11:00-A
Tennis . . .. .. .. . . : .... .. ... . .. . . . . New York University (V.)
11:00-H
Football .... .. . . .. . ........ . ....... . . . ... . . Sali.sbury State
'
'
.
.
: .
1:30 - A
Tuesday
.
Field Hockey ......... .. ... . . . .. . ..... .. . . . .. Queens (\/.)
3:30 - H
Ocean CC (J.V.)
··
3:00 - A
Tennis .. . .. . . ... . . . . . .. . ... . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. Upsala (V.)
3:00 - H
Wednesday
Volleyball .. . ....... .... . . . . . Staten Island .Community (V.)
7:00 - A
, Meeting for all women trying out for basketball, Thunday,
October 28, at 3:30 In Room D-127.
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"Jerry Loves Jersey'' And ''Jersey ,L oves Jerry''
~

News-Feature by Phil Cafasso

Last Wednesday, President Ford, taking advantage of
the last few weeks of campaigning left before election
day, stopped off in Union at the Town and Campus
Motor Inn. Greeted by a mixed pro and anti Ford
gathering, the incumbant candidate made a short
speech in w;1ich he enumerated on Jimmy Carter's and
Gov. Byrne's tax policies and later shook hands with the
crowd of more than 2,500.

l'horo bv l'hil Ca ta»o

Ford's exuberence nearly caused him to fall through second roof
hatch in his limo.
·

After congratulating the combined efforts of the Kean College
and Union School bands, Ford
jumped through the open hatch
in his limosine and stood on the
roof . An action later commented
on by the White House staff as
"i ndiscreet", especially since the
President's foot was resting on
the front seat hatch . Ford explained his action when he said,
" I was so stimulated; I jumped
right up on the car."
Dispensed throughout the
crowd , were signs and posters
reading "Kean College for Ford
in '76" and " I like peanuts." A
few Ford supporters in the crowd
were disconcerted at the Pep
candidates "spending to much
time with the non-voters"
(meaning the band's and
cheerleaders who were asking
for autographs). The only mishap
to occur was when Ford was
shaking hands with a portion of
the crowd , they surged up and
knocked over a large oil drum

(used for establishing a barrier)
which was filled up with rain
water and drenched everyone in
the vicinity . President Ford escaped with only one pant leg
soaked.
Later Ford and his staff retired
to the Town and Campus Restaurant where he spoke about
the success of the campaign
"from the Snowy Shores of Minnisota to the Sandy Plains of
Georgia. " He went on to

condemn Carter's policy of taxation on institutions such as
church property "We should not
let him get away with that kind of
tax platform."
Ford went on to speak about
New Je'rsey 's role in the election
and after some brief questions
left for Newark Airport. According to local police, there
were a few minor incidents but
nothing serious. There was a
brief interlude when Secret Service agents alleged to have
received a phone call that a code
originating from the Math Dept.
(KC) and appearing in the
Bulletin Board section of the
Independent was linked with an
assassination attempt. It turned
out to be an old war code used
by a math professor and some of
his students.

.
Queen Bob 1n 77?

Venue .. .
(Continued from page/)
weren't accomplishing our purpose and because this is a
student publication that is sensative to issues, we removed the
drawing." She added that
freedom of the press demanded
that the issue be returned to the
stands even withoutthe cartoon.
Several blacks leaders on campus have demanded further action and that the Venue be disbanded because they felt that
the cartoon had stereotyped
them and not pointed out the
horror in Butz's remarks.
Bossow said that even though
this is a bad incident, "Disbanding the Venue will not solve
anything." He added that the
Venue has saterized many
organizations and issues with
their very strong form of satire
before and he felt that their
intent was not to put down
bJacks .

V.1.P. INVITATION
THE SPANISH CUL TUR AL & SOCIAL CLUB
PROUDLY INVITES YOU TO

THE "2nd ANNUAL LATIN-DISCO SHOW"

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22, BROWSING ROOM
MUSIC BY "D. J. NOVEL"

8:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
FREE ADMISSION

FREE BEER

Protests. • •

TEXTURE

Pl.US™

<u::-fi'. :.·;. . .·~

Not Only Ribbed
Hundreds of Raised " Pleasure Dots" 1M
To Stimulate Her
To Higher Levels of Sexual Excitement
At last
a perfect blend o f contra.::ept1ve and st1mulator
Not hke· ot her textured condoms with conven tional ribbing This exclusive condom has ribbing and raised " Plea
sure Dots" that are more pronounced
raised higher for
greater st1mulauon But that's not all
it's tl1e only con·
dom w,th textmmg all over t11e condom Eleven tPxtured
nngs on t he head hundreds of embos~ dots on the shaft
Texture Plus 1s preshapt"d and so 111111 n let s you feel hke
you·re weanng 11oth111g at all Gently lubncated lo work.
with nahiral secret1or1s for extra sens111v1ty It's tl1e condom
ym1 ·ve been wi\tl1ng for 1
Try our Executive Sampler,
featuring Text ure Pl us

BOLD 45 ,. (world's

only color condom
that 's textured)
and mo re

,)

(Continued.from paie I)
recommendation stating that the
fee should not be changed to
college activity fee.
Greg Bossow, President of
Glassboro State's Student
Government, said , " I have been
assured by Glassboro's President
Chamberlain that the money will
remain in the hands of the
students but that he still wanted
the name· to be changed to
college activity fee."
Whelan feels that this name
change may not have affected
student governments this year
but in future years it could. It
; wou Id allow the fee to be used in
other areas within the college
rather than those directly affecting students.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR FULL REFUND

Population Planning Asso ciates , Dept . OCN -51
403 Jones Ferry Road , P.O. Box 400
Carrboro, N.C. 27510
Please rush me in an unmarked package
D Texture Plus (wallet of 10 condoms)
S5 25
D Executive Sampler
(30 condoms. featuring Texture Plus) S 1 1 50
D Deluxe 40-page catalog free with order .
(Featuring clothing, sex a,ds. books, condoms,
and more)
Catalog alone 25C
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _
OVER 500.000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ··.,·, .,.,

CORRECTION
In the October 4 iss ue of
the Independent an error
appeared in " Student Teach
Students Fundamentals in
Lab. " The article incorrectly
stated that English 1009 is a
non-credit course . It should
have said that the course is
offered for credit.

,

Photo by Steve Scheiner

Robert Baker was not choosen as one of the semi-finalists for
Homecoming Queen, but he may enter the competition again in

~by, 1977.
by Robert Kern
Not too long ago a man would
have a cringed to have been
called Homecoming Queen but
in these fast changing times
Robert Baker, of Woodbridge,
actively sought the position.
It started as a joke for Baker.
He filled out the application with
gag answers for a laugh. When
the Student Org returned the
paper stating that if he redid it

Theatre Trips
Sell Out
(Continued from page I)
Future trips include Guys and
Dolls, Chicago, another trip to A
Chorus Line, Streilmers and
Three Penny Opera. Plans are
also being formulated for trips to
other cultural events such as
ballet, opera , and art exhibits.
Due to demand for tickets for
Porgy and Bess efforts are being
made to secure tickets for some
future date.
Ms. Jackson stated that faculty
have been most helpful and
si ngled out Dr . Peggy Dunn , Dr.
Sidney Krueger, Ms . Zella Fry ,
Dr. Louis Huber and Dr . Cathy
Gaines for their support and encouragement. She also stated
that Admin istrative and student
organizational
response has
been favorable and helpful.

seriously they would accept it.
Baker with encouragement of
friends, did so.
The questionnaire probed into
the number of activities on campus he was involved in and how
he was doing scholastically. The
interview was just as intellectual.
"It's not a beauty contest," said
Baker. " They are trying to find
people, r.iot bodies."
Baker stated that while waiting
for the interview, the other
contestants "stared in
amazement" for a few moments
but quickly warmed up to the
idea.
When asked how he felt his
chances were to win, he stated
that he did not know. He felt that
being male would not prejudice
the judges but that his treatment
of the contest in the beginning
might. " At first it was a joke so I
had fun with it. If that would be
their reasons for not picking me
then , I am offended . That reason
would not hold water."
Baker did not make it as one of
the fin al ists.
Asked it this disappointment
w ill keep him from entering
again next year he repli~d,
" Maybe. If I do enter, though , I 'II
play it totally straight or totally
silly, I'm not sure."
Does he have any regrets? " I'm
reall y sorry I' m going to miss the
cocktail party."

All women planning to try out for winter sports (basketball,
gymnastics, fencing and swimming) must have a physical from
the college Health Service.

